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Boats have moved on and so has the internet
so BYM News has brought back
“THE MAGAZINE”

This month we take a look at ocean
racing sponsorship and talk to those
behind the funding of the
Groupama & Spirit of Canada campaigns

PLUS

We compare three boat shows, in
three countries & find out about
plans for another London show.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
Peters Opal’s General manager talks - MSC Napoli & the
wreckers - A rookie on starting powerboat racing - Ocean
racing round up - Low emissions without fuel injection Sailing on the latest 12 metre, Kate - Megayacht round up Explorer yacht Marco Polo - Bullimore’s record attempt One man’s solo Atlantic row - Boating in Catalonia, we talk
to ADIN Secretary General.
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EDITORIAL

TOO MANY BOAT SHOWS!
That’s a phrase we’ve heard
over and over again, ever since
we’ve been involved with the
boating industry. Yet now a
move is afoot to hold a second
London boat show, at Earls
Court, just over one month before the ExCeL event!
Does it make sense? BYM News
correspondents visited three recent boat shows, in three countries; Barcelona, Spain, London, UK and Toronto, Canada
and found three very different
types of exhibition and three
sets of very different reactions
from vistors and exhibitors.
Aldous Grenville-Crowther was
hard pushed to find a dissenting visitor voice at Barcelona,
but exhibitors were less forthcoming. No-one said “It’s been
a bad show”, but no-one said
“It’s been phenomenal for business.”
London was another story. BYM
News reporter Tom Walsh still
regards ExCeL as an enigma.
Despite free drink vouchers being pressed upon people at tube
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BYM News that they have been
overwhelmed by industry interest and received over 100
enquiries, within 5 days of announcing the show.

Gower told BYM News, that
industry struggles with shows
and it was industry opinion that
resulted in the move from Earls
Court to ExCeL, in 2004. Gower cited dwindling attendances
and the logistical problems of
getting exhibits into a central
London venue, as two reasons
for an overwhelming vote, by
exhibitors, to move the show to
ExCeL in 2004. He added “Industry is now confused by the
stations and two for the price message of two shows.”
of one offers being e-mailed
before the final weekend, at- James Brooke, co-founder of
tendance was down. Exhibitor the new Earls Court show, says
enthusiasm wasn’t though, with that the event is getting into
many reporting record sales at partnership with Earls Court to
the show, which left us asking tackle any issues that exhibitors
ourselves “What is meant by felt were a problem in the past
sold at the show?”
and make the logistical side a
success.
Toronto was yet another story,
BYM News’ reporter there, Car- Asked about ExCeL attendance,
ina Prakke, described it as hav- Gower emphatically denied ruing a “Hey, honey, let’s grab the mours that tickets had been
kids and go boating” feel, with given away, on the streets, and
the added bonus of great dis- said that the two tickets for the
tractions and lots of chandlery price of one offer was a Daily
bargains.
Mail promotion. Free beer was,
he said, something that had alToronto sounds very much like ways happened, going back to
the London Boat Show, in Earls Earls Court days.
Court days - there’s even an
indoor on water section - so Brooke aims to get visitors to
will the plan for an ExCeL rival the Earls Court show by “Putting
work?
the show back into boat show.”
This includes having Christmas
The BMF’s Marketing Manag- decorations in the halls and
er, James Gower, thinks not, Santa Claus, to make it “magipointing out that other start up cal for children”.
shows; at Earls Court, in 2004,
and Portsmouth, in 2002, had Both men acknowledge that
failed to get support .
not every boat show visitor is a
serious buyer. As Gower says
James Brooke, co-founder of “Some people are there just
the new Earls Court show, told
Page 4
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James Brooke (left) and John
Vincent met through a shared
passion for sailing, which
led to a vision of reviving
the Earls Court boat show.
Their leading partner, which
Brooke describes as “something quite special, embodying the passion, history and
nostalgia for Earl’s Court” will
be named - at a press conference - on Monday, January 29.

looking at boats in general,
some go with a preconceived
idea of buying a particular boat,
for some its just an afternoon
out.”
Gower says the BMF knows it
is getting it right, because they
interviewed 2000 people and
“results indicate that ExCeL
is a popular show.” He added
“We would consider more general attractions, at the show,
because these are popular with
the public.”
Brooke points out that family
members may not all share a
passion for boating, or watersports and says that the Earls
Court show will have something
to entertain the whole family, so
that an enthusiast can spend
his, or her, time visiting stands,
leaving a less interested partner, or child, with something
enjoyable to see and do.
Where exhibitors are concerned, Gower said the BMF
was delighted with the good
feedback from ExCeL, which he
described as “A very, very successful boat show.” He quoted
Sunseeker as saying it was its
best ever show and said thatFairline was also very happy
with the result.

Brooke believes that the timing
of the Earls Court event will ensure good results for exhibitors,
pointing out that it will be an
ideal venue to buy Christmas
presents, such as chandlery,
clothing, dinghies, watersports
equipment and water toys.
Gower summed the situation
up by saying “There is no need
for an extra show in London,
especially given its closeness
to the flagship London Boat
Show at ExCeL and what would
be a clash with the Paris Boat
Show.”
Brooke said that the prime aim
of the Earls Court show was to
generate sales for exhibitors
and has pledged to “provide
sales support and listen to exhibitors’ requests before, during and after the event.’
WILL THERE BE A WINNER?
There is no doubt that many
boaters do have nostalgic
feelings about the old Earls
Court Boat Show, but will that
drive sufficient numbers of exhibitors and visitors there?
Tom Walsh said of the 2006 ExCeL show “As a show, it lacked ...
well show.” This year he ended

his report with “You get a feeling
that it’s getting better as a day
out, but it’s got a way to go yet.”
If that’s right, then Brooke’s plan
to “Put the show back into boat
show” could bring in the visitors.
Brooke says that the price of
Earls Court stands is based
on feed back from industry,
so it is not impossible that
BOTH shows will be winners.
One can visualise Earls Court
packed with visitors looking
for Christmas presents and
browsing around small cruisers, runabouts, narrow boats
and other craft that are rather
more affordable than luxury yachts, costing millions.
On the other hand, London IS
the financial capital of Europe,
which makes it an attractive
place to show off very expensive boats. ExCeL is unlikely
to rival shows, like Monaco,
and become a must for megayacht brokers, but it might
attract even more builders and
sellers of large yachts and
even more serious buyers, if
the “lesser” craft decamped to
Earls Court and left ExCeL with
a certain aura of exclusivity.

Marian Martin
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INTERVIEW
Peters Opal is one of Europe’s largest boat distributors, representing prestigous marques from several countries. General
manager, Richard Hewett, talks to BYM News.

Aldous Grenville – Crowther. at all across any of the ranges.
What effect do you think the loss
of red diesel will have on sales? A G-C. Is lack of marina spaces having an effect on sales?
Richard Hewett. So far we
have not had a single customer RH. No, we haven’t had any
mention red diesel, or its loss, effect from berthing, certainly
and we don’t feel that it’s going over the last six or seven years.
to play a major part. Certainly, This comment has been raised
when you work out on the aver- by a number of people and it
age customer’s boating the ad- doesn’t seem to have any efditional cost is not a vast amount fect. With every boat we sell we
of money and shouldn’t be do guarantee a berth for a couenough to put anyone off buying ple of months, until we can find
a boat, certainly we’ve had ab- the customer a berth, but so
solutely no indication of that yet. far there’s been no impact really. We sell something like 200
A G-C. Is that just what is com- new powerboats a year and
ing over from the higher end? we’ve not lost any business because of berthing issues at all.
RH. No, across the board.
Peters Opal sells boats from I think wherever you go around
21 feet right up to a couple of the country there will be adhundred feet, but we have not ditional marina space crehad any mention of red diesel ated in the future. There’s dry

berthing, there’s all sorts of
different schemes I think will
come up in the future, so no
we’ve certainly not lost any
business because of that.
A G-C. Do you have long
term
agreements
with
some of the marinas about
finding a place for you?
RH. No we don’t. The marinas
are all independent from us.
We do work closely with marinas where we have an office
base, but we don’t have specific agreements with anybody.
A G-C. Azimut has gone into the
business of building marinas, is
this something Peters might do?
RH. It is not part of our business
plan, or business model, but Peters Opal is a very aggressive
Page 6
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across
the
spectrum
do you sell
in a year?

Richard Hewitt

company, we do like to expand
so who knows what is likely to
happen in the future, but certainly at the moment there is no plan
A G-C. Do you consider the trend
towards larger more expensive craft a high risk strategy?
RH. I think the trend in boating
is to go bigger all the time but
again Peters Opal have bucked
the trend. We very much recognise first time boaters being in
the market place as being the
life blood of the future. With our
six different product ranges we
have something to suit every
taste, starting from 23 to 25 foot
boats going right the way up to
200 feet. So what we are getting is a lot of loyalty amongst
customers, because we can
take them right from the very
first starting point at early 20
foot size, right the way up to
the bigger boats. So, certainly,
for us that is not a problem,
but a lot of factories are going
bigger and bigger all the time.
A G-C. How many boats, right

RH. I think it’s too early to tell,
from that particular site. Our
own personal company site
has been very well received
and gets quite a lot of traffic
through. The other too early,
but again a site which gives
customers the information they
want will be very well received.

RH. We probably do something in the region of 400 new
boats
every
year and, prob- A G-C. What is the path of a sale
ably, the same from an enquiry to the done deal?
on
second
hand
boats. RH. Again that’s very difficult
to answer simply. We have
A G-C. Do you had some people that we’ve
think internet sold boats to, just from lookselling,
with ing at a spec on the internet,
its added ad- who don’t actually come and
vantage of vir- look at the boat. We have a
tual yacht tours, lot of people that use the inchanging the way boats are sold? ternet as an information gathering tool, before visiting us.
RH. Yes I do, I think digital media is very much becoming a Time scales really depend on
good part of our strategy for the lead time of manufacturers.
the future. Developing our own If you’ve got a long lead time
website and other websites do for a particular product then the
provide information at people’s point from enquiry to handover
finger tips. I’s an important part can be quite lengthy; some of
of the business, again we use them can be very, very quick.
a lot of specs on the website, So it really depends on the modvirtual tours. We do develop el and the particular enquiry.
considerably as we go along.
A G-C. The majority of your
A G-C. You’ve created another boats are sold for export, so
website in conjunction with some not by the local dealer. I believe
other brokers, what do you see this can create difficulties if
as the advantage when there are some warranty work is needed.
already plenty of selling sites?
RH. No not at all, Peters Opal
RH. It’s just another string to the has been selling boats to all sorts
bow really, if we are able to de- of locations for many years. Our
termine the way we want our site prime market is the UK, but we
to go then obviously we will have do guarantee back up service
greater input into it. To what we anywhere. We are slightly unusee as the customer’s demands sual in that we have shipyard
from a website, but it is just one facilities, with our own engineerof many strings to the bow. ing team, who will travel for any
warranty work that we need to
A G-C. What reaction have cover. So we back up any prodyou had to the new site? uct that we sell, not a problem.
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A G-C. What’s your reaction people, as you touched on earto the new Earls court show? lier, we develop relationships
with over a period of time, so
RH. We are very happy with Ex- we may have first spoken to
CeL, we’ve been there for a few them some months ago, but
years now, I think the venue is these are all deals done at the
fantastic, with the increase in boat show; genuine business.
car parking and facilities to get
there, I think it is a very good A G-C. So it was, genuinely, 70
place to be exhibiting and I don’t boats sold at the boat show?
see us changing that decision.
RH. Absolutely correct.
A G-C. Even if your competitors
decide to go to Earls Court?

just in one event, but in multiple
events and we are exhibiting not
only at London Boat Show, but
Birmingham Boat Show, Palma
Boat Show, Southampton Boat
Show. It’s an ongoing project
to raise brand awareness.
A G-C. Did you sell any Azimuts
at London?
RH. Yes we did. I wouldn’t give a
breakdown of the 70 boats, but

RH. I think at the moment we
are very happy with ExCeL, but
any business must react to what
is going on out there and, obviously, if there was a wholesale
change I think we’d have a look
at it, but at the moment most
exhibitors came away from the
London Boat Show, at ExCeL,
with some reasonably good results. So there is no desire, I
think, to change that formula.
A G-C. What exactly does sold
at a boat show mean? Does it
mean that some of your dealers
brought clients to close deals,
does it mean that they topped
up their stock from you, or are
we talking about people who
walked in off the street and said
“Oh that’s very nice, I’ll buy it.”
RH. When we regard a boat
as sold and the figures we
put out we quote boats that
have been actually contracted and deposited and, therefore, are deals that have been
done. It’s factual business.
A G-C. But how much of that
factual business was actually
done at the show and how much
was started before the show?
RH. No, that’s all boats contracted at the show. A lot of

A G-C. When you take on a
new agency, such as Azimut,
how do you go about getting
it known in the local market?
RH. Azimut was a brand that
had been represented. The
big factor for us was increasing brand awareness, putting
on a good display at the London boat show and getting the
message out there about the
brand values, for Azimut, which
I think we’ve done successfully. Certainly, Azimut will be
one of the major players in the
UK market in the future, so it’s
exciting times for us since the
dealership. Certainly, bringing
a new brand into the country
you need to show its strength,
its points, display it properly, not

they included Azimut, Sealine,
Rodman, Bavaria, Legend, Island Packet , it was a good cross
section, across the whole range,
not just on the small boats, We
found at London that we were
selling products from both small,
medium, large, so we were very,
very pleased about the good
cross section of boat sales.
A G-C. Was there much interest
in
the
Leonardo?
RH. Yes, that is an absolutely
stunning boat and, again, we
had some very good interest in
that at the show, not only that but
on the Azimut range we can go
even bigger to 116 feet and we
came away with a lot of good interest in the bigger boats as well.
Page 8
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The 98 is the biggest Azimut that
has been displayed in this country, so it would naturally generate some very good interest.
A G-C. Have you considered expanding into any of
the new EU Member States?
RH. I think all the manufacturers have dealerships in most
countries now, so unless a market became available to us. If
that was not the case then obviously it is open for someone
to expand into it. We don’t have
any specific plans to expand in
that direction at the moment,
but we’re always looking for opportunites and, so long as there
is good business sense in doing it, then we would probably
have a look at it. We wouldn’t
expand into an area where
there was an existing dealer.
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on technical ability; the quality of the systems on the boat,
some people buy because of
the reputation of a product,
some people buy the product
based on the dealer’s capability.
You know the fact that we’ve
built our business based on after sales service, means a lot
of people buy the product we
represent because they want
the good service we offer, so
there are all sorts of different
reasons for buying a boat, in
the same way that everyone
looks at cars in a different way,
different things appeal to different people and each of our
brands offers something different. The Azimuts are very, very
stylish Italian boats and beautifully crafted, so again there’s
no fixed point that people buy
boats on. It’s very much personal taste, so different reaons.

fits in with the lifestyle of people these days and for corporate use as well. It’s very much
a popular sport, at the moment, and I see that continuing.
A G-C. Which do you think is
the better of the UK shows?
RH. I think both London and
Southampton are ExCeLlent
shows, for different reasons.
We go to London selling boats
for spring delivery and Southampton selling boats for autumn and winter delivery, so
both are very, very good shows;
both have a very different clientele. Some people like London,
some like Southampton, so
they have equal stature for us
and both are very good shows.
We also run a good selection
of open weekends, at each of
our offices, so again, in between international shows
like London and Southampton, we have our own regional Open weekend shows.
A G-C. I saw your stand at
the Barcelona show. Is that
another good show for you?
RH. Barcelona again is a good
international show, certainly
for our Spanish market it is a
prime show for those people.
A G-C. Are you a boater?

A G-C. What do you see as the
factors that have most influence when people buy a boat?

A G-C. Do you see the boating
industry as likely to continue to
boom, or will it, eventually, stall?

RH. I think it varies, depending
on the client. Some clients buy
on first impressions; they like the
look of something, some buy on
performance, some people buy

RH. I think boating is, generally, extremely popular. People have more leisure time
and a little bit more disposable
wealth and boating very much

RH. Yes I am. I’ve been boating for as long as I care to
remember, for many, many
years, and I, thoroughly, enjoy boating with my family.
A G-C. Thank you, Richard
Hewitt.
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MSC NAPOLI & THE WRECKERS

On January 18, the crew of the container ship MSC Napoli took
to their liferaft, after the ship lost power and water entered the
engine room. This precipitated a flood of dramatic headlines
like “Rescue operation underway, as ship sinks in Channel!”

A massive rescue operation
was underway, with assets
from France and the UK, but the
MSC Napoli had not sunk and
wasn’t even sinking. In fact,
the French tugs Abeille Bourbon (left) and Abeille Liberté
were racing to the scene, to
take the MSC Napoli, which was
described as “stable”, in tow.
Page 10
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Members of the MSC Napoli’s crew were lifted - one
by one - from their lifeboat, by helicopter, in massive
seas and high winds,
and taken to RAF Culdrose.
After examination by salvage experts, put on board by
helicopter, the Abeille Bourbon took the vessel in tow.
A decision was made to take
the MSC Napoli into Lyme Bay,
for discharge of her cargo, but
the severe weather continued
and, during the night of January
19/20, the ship suffered a serious structural failure and was
high beached, near Sidmouth,
to prevent her sinking. The next
night she lost some containers.
LOOTING
The following days brought scenes that the Maritime and Coastguard Agency described as “abysmal” and “disgraceful”.
Hundreds of people drove to the area, from many miles away.
Young children were left unsupervised on the beach, in gale force
winds, whilst their parents looted containers. Men and women
stole car parts, motor bikes, nappies, anything they could lay
hands on, in a feeding frenzy reminiscent of the wreckers of yester year. It reminded me of a book I’d enjoyed.
THE WRECKERS

Bella Bathurst spent years researching the history of wrecking and talked to people, many
of whom had been involved,
around the UK coast, from the
Shetlands to the Scilly Isles,
before writing The Wreckers
The result is a book full of colourful stories about the men and
women who plundered those
ships that were unfortunate
enough to end up on Britain’s

rocks, sandbanks and beaches.
It’s a book that is not just a well
written series of tales, but one
that will raise questions in many
minds about human nature, for
some wreckers would watch
impassively as men drowned,
others would even lure them
to their deaths with false lights.
Published by Harper Collins in
2005 and well worth reading.

The ongoing saga of the MSC Napoli can be followed on
BYM News’ General & Maritime News service. Marian Martin
Page 11
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THE 21 st CENTURY WRECKERS

It was inevitable that when news got out that the Napoli was beached and her cargo starting to come
ashore, there would be visitors. Some simply came to look, others came to loot. They broke open
containers and carried their booty off by whatever means they could. They didn’t care about the
birds that lay dying, they didn’t care about the villagers, whose lives became hell.
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There was someone on Chesil Beach who did care. These powerful photographs
were taken by Mike Hannon, a very talented amateur photographer, from
Milborne Port, Somerset. As well as taking his own photographs, Mike also
volunteered to record the scene for the British Divers Marine Life Rescue team,
which at the time this magazine was published had rescued over 500 oiled
birds.
You can see more of Mike Hannon’s superb pictures - in colour - at HIS WEBSITE.
To read more about the rescue work, visit the BDMLR WEBSITE and please
make a donation, or buy merchandise to help this charity in its invaluable
work.
Page 13
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A ROOKIE’S TALE
Dave Cowley first sat in a
racing powerboat in mid July
2006.
Three months later he had
chalked up a pretty good
record, including three podium places in six races.
Here’s how it all happened.

My career as a powerboat
driver began in the summer of
2006. With many years of water sports and general goofing
around on fast boats, I was
approached by Lings Honda
(the company I was working
for) to drive their race boat.

I was asked to prepare the
race boat and race in the Plymouth Grand Prix supporting
the Class 1 UK leg in 2 weeks
time. This normally wouldn’t be
a problem apart from the fact
we had no safety equipment,
life jackets, radio, flares or an-

chor, nor had I been in the boat.
Six hours in the boat and two
weeks later, we finally waved
goodbye to the boat, to meet
up with her Plymouth after we
had our new radios and intercoms fitted. We still hadn’t
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received our life jackets and
I was only half way through
the rulebook at this time.
When we finally got to Plymouth and met up with our
boat, it was at this point when
we were overwhelmed at how
big the Class1 and Formula 4
Stroke series really were. The
professionalism of the organisers and the amount of spectator activities going on was
something I had never seen
before at a free public event.

Issue 2 - February 2007

ally have to prepare the boat to
the highest possible standards,
as even the smallest things can
be the difference between 1st
and last place. Simple things
such as cleaning the bottom of
the boat, weight distribution and
propeller balancing are among
the most important factors. So
we all got the polish out and gave
our baby (boat) one final wax
before we put her into the water.

Being the newcomers to the
series, the other race teams
all came over to offer help,
advice and to introduce themselves. All were very friendly
and not one of them had a bad
word to say about the other
competitors. This friendly atmosphere made me feel more
relaxed and less nervous
about the forthcoming racing.

The practice session was really
worthwhile, this was the only
time that I had ever been in the
boat in full race kit and with other race boats in close vicinity.
It was a great confidence boost
for both my navigator and me.
We each had confidence in
each other’s ability and knew
we could trust each other to
make the right decision. This is
undoubtedly one of the most important things to consider when
finding a suitable navigator.

In a ‘one design’ class you re-

Finally Race morning comes

and the butterflies have set in.
No one could have possibly explained the feeling you get on
your first ever race morning.
Everything seemed to be going
wrong on that morning, couldn’t
find a pair of matching socks,
toothpaste had run out, the restaurant has stopped serving
breakfast. My nerves had really
started to go overboard and,
after my 5th visit to the bathroom, I met my navigator who
explained he was also suffering. It was at this point I realised
adrenaline really was brown.
Pulling up at the start run in
a long line settled my nerves
slightly as I was now focussed
and on my driving abilities. I
was reciting the words that
were advised to us by most
of the competitors – First race
you need to keep a wide berth
from everything to gain some
experience, try not to get too
involved with some of the battles that go on. Etc etc.So when
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the flag went to green my foot
almost went through the throttle
and the floor. I trimmed her out
and we were off down the start
straight at full speed. It was only
when we were almost at the first
corner that we realised there
was no choice of keeping out
of the way of the others as we
were in 4th place, with 14 other
boats at full throttle 5 feet away
from us in all directions. We
ploughed through the first corner and then everything settled
and we managed to tag onto
the leading pack in 5th position.

Two Weeks later, we were
back on the scene in Cowes.
I had practised more, prepped
the boat better and was really looking forward to it. Practice was……. rough (no other
words for it)…. We completed
four practice laps and headed
back to the marina. On our return I checked the boat over to
find that the battery had come
out of its fixings, so a quick run
to the local chandlery and a few
nuts and bolts later we were
back to 100%. I was amazed
that was the only damage.

After the first few laps we settled into the rhythm of the racing
and tried taking different lines,
in and out of the corners, to
try and edge up a place, None
were successful, but this race
was all about experience and
learning how the boat handled
in 6 boats wash, something that
cannot be practiced. I can honestly say there was only 1 part
of the race when we both felt
that one of us would be thrown
into the water. The boat was
in a chine and refused to sit
back down until I throttled off.

The Saturday came, as did the
nerves, and we headed out of
Cowes to the start run. It was
a long run to the start of the
course and combine that with a
force 5 in the Solent it was pretty lumpy. In hindsight I should
have put my visor down, as the
water was lapping over the bow
at every opportunity. The start
flag waved and we headed to
our first mark, got there in 4
th place and settled down and
focused on following the right
course as most of the marks
were just out of our vision. Having been brought up in Lowestoft area I’m quite familiar with
rough seas. I got my head focussed and got on with the job,
with an occasional ouch from
the banging of the boat against
the waves. We sat in fourth po-

We managed a 5th and 6th
position over that race weekend and
exceeded,
not
only our own, but many other
peoples’
expectations.

sition for most of the race but
were undoubtably faster than
the boat in front. The two boys
raced well but focussed more
on stopping us from passing
them than on catching the guys
in front. Finally we got past and
I was determined to catch the
boat in front. Two laps remained
and they were 500yrds in front,
the sea state was getting worse
and the pain and exhaustion
was setting in. I had to catch
them; nothing else entered my
mind, and sure enough we managed to pull alongside them just
before the final corner. I had to
get past them, no other option,
you race to win. I made one final push and then suddenly all I
could see was the sky and hear
the prop spin. I had hit a wave
a little too hard and was thrown
skywards, slightly hooked and
came down to earth with an
almighty bang. I managed to
keep most of the momentum
and got back on the race line to
finish 3rd. The feeling you get
when you do so well, in hard
conditions and then have the
competitors you race against
congratulate you is amazing.
So many people wished us
well, from Steve Curtis (8 times
World Offshore Class 1 Champion) who always comes to the
events when he’s not racing
to some we didn’t even know.
Then I collapsed in a heap with
exhaustion. I never could have
imagined that sitting on a seat
in a boat could be so exhausting. My neck had swollen up
my arms had become numb
and I could hardly stand up.
The next race was similar, tough
conditions force 5/6. We carried
the same strategy through and
had an amazing race to finish
2nd. We were over the moon to
say the least. Our second event
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and to have 2 podium finishes.
One thing I did learn, and something we both needed practice
on was opening Champagne
bottles. We were always the last
to pop the cork and had obviously not shaken them up enough!
Liverpool was the final series of
the race calendar. The MD of
Lings Honda had also brought
his family to watch, so I had no
option but to finish the season
with another good performance. I had prepped the boat
to its highest possible standard
for this race, however I had a
replacement navigator and the
weather forecast was grim another force 5/6 race. The start moth task ahead. I was so emrun had begun and we found barrassed with our course erourselves in the lead by the ror I promised myself to make
it up, and in
2 laps I had
caught the
leader back
up. I think
it was my
experience
of
rough
seas which
helped put
us back in
the
front,
as it’s not
always how
fast you can
go in those
conditions
but
how
smooth you
first corner, I carried on with the
excitement in my head and the can be. As we made a push
sound of my navigator in pain as for the leader my navigator
we banged through what were screamed in agony and it didn’t
almost breaking waves. I had stop. I managed to hear him
studied the tides of Liverpool to scream ‘my back’ and so I retry and find that extra little bit of tired form the race and asked
speed to try and get to the front for assistance. We got him to
and I was focussing on that, safety and the ambulance took
awaiting the call from my navi- him away for assessment. I
gator to turn. Unfortunately, this met up with him later to find he
didn’t happen and we missed was alive and well with only a
our turn. Once we were back couple of crushed vertebrae.

raced the Sunday to come
in second, and also won
the Concours D’Elegance.
Steve Curtis personally congratulated us on our season
and also gave some very appropriate pointers in our racing techniques, such as learn
the course, and also not push
too hard in a race, with adverse
conditions, as not only may the
boat fall apart around us, but
also the navigator might break!
It was an amazing beginning to
what will, hopefully, be a long
career in the sport. The people,
fans and competitors are what
make the HF4S series so great:
every event is exciting for everyone. With the addition of Lowestoft - a local venue for me - to the
2007 race calendar, hopefully, I
can pull out all the stops and
win there. The preparation work
has now begun and I will be
testing within the next week, for
what will hopefully be an even
better season than the first one.

David Cowley

on course we had dropped to
9th position and I had a mam- I secured a new navigator
(MD of the Lings group), and
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OCEAN ROUND UP
JULY
There were celebrations in Lorient, as Franck Cammas’ maxi- catamaran,
Groupama 3, was christened. A large crowd turned out to watch TV personality Isabelle Giordano - the godmother - and champion skier Antoine Dénériaz - the godfather - break the traditional champage bottle on the central hull.
It was another maxi-multihull that was to dominate the July news though. Bruno Peyron’s catamaran, Orange II, the boat whose records Groupama 3 had
been built to beat, left New York for an assault on the trans-Atlantic record, the
day after Groupama 3’s christening.
One day later, after only 22 hours 30 mins of sailing, Peyron and crew had
beaten their own record of 706 miles in 24 hours and had covered 123 nm
more than Atlantic record holder Steve Fossett had achieved at the same hour! It was just the first
of a truly remarkable series of records. A few hours later, having touched 37
knots at times, Orange II had taken the 24 hour record to over 750 miles and
was closing fast on the position Fossett had reached after 36 hours at sea.
The next day, despite having been slowed by fog, the giant catamaran had
passed the halfway mark of the trans-Atlantic crossing in 46 hours 30 mins
and raised the 24 hour record to 766 miles. Peyron was sure the boat was
capable of even more, but it was not to be;we learned that the boat had collided with some objec,
which had taken a chunk out of a rudder.
The next day Peyron became concerned about the real possibility of losing a rudder and slowed his
giant catamaran down, saying in an e-mail “We have backed off, because if
we lose one rudder and the other corkscrews it could be fatal. At 35 knots, we
would go about in 20 seconds under gennaker and that would almost certainly
mean capsizing! It is now better to be prudent, rather than attack, so we will try
to get to the end by managing the situation.”
Peyron’s idea of “backing off” isn’t quite the same as most peoples’. To him it
means keeping the speed down to about 27 knots and, for a while, it looked like a sub 4 day crossing was still possible. That was before the damaged port rudder began to delaminate on the leading
edge, thus putting an increased strain on the starboard rudder. Forced to take a longer route, to
ease the strain on the port rudder, Peyron said wryly “If we lose both rudders, we won’t get there and
you will have to come and get us, because we didn’t bring any oars.”
He did get there, ghosting over the finish line at the Lizard in a time of 4 days
8 hours 23 minutes 54 seconds, crossing at an average speed of 28 knots and
taking more than 9 hours off the previous record! Afterwards, Bruno Peyron
shared his thoughts about the record and the future. His immediate, ruefully
smiling, feeling was “A mix of satisfaction and frustration. We lost 6 to 8 hours
– at least 6 to 8 hours, with that collision, so that is frustrating. We are all a bit
tired, but that’s normal. The spirits are good though. It could have spoiled things when we hit something, demoralised everyone, but it didn’t. The reverse in fact, it seemed to make everyone more
determined to give it their all and doing your utmost is a good feeling.”
The 24 hour record? “We broke that record despite having to make twenty, or so, manoeuvres during the 24 hours. So yes, we were the first to put the record above 750 nm, but we can do better.
We could have done better than 767, but for a bit of ice.” A 4 day crossing, is that possible? ”The
answer is a categorical, YES. After the first 24 hours, we realised from our route planning that we
could get under 4 days. Then we had the collision with the UFO, probably a bit of ice and that was
that. So yes, I say again Absolutely yes.” What about a solo 24 hour record? “I enjoy solo sailing; if
you do well it’s your achievement and if you don’t it’s your fault, so yes I would like to try for the 600
nm solo with Orange II.”
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AUGUST
Again, it was a big multi that hit the August ocean headlines. Setting out from
south of the Isle of Wight, Thomas Coville took 6 days, 6 hours, 40 minutes
and 31 seconds to complete the 1787 miles around England, Ireland and
Scotland, in his 60 foot trimaran Sodeb’O. When he crossed the finishing line,
on August 14, Coville broke Jean-Luc Van Den Heede’s record of 7 days, 8
hours and 47 minutes, set in 2005 with his 25 metre aluminium monohull Adrien. Coville improved
on the record by 1 day, 2 hours and 7 minutes.
That very same day, Jonny Malbon - standing in for Brian Thompson - took another
Round Britain and Ireland record, when he won the race of that name and claimed the
Royal Ocean Racing Club record for the fastest time in the history of that race.
The Open 60 crossed the finish line off Cowes, Isle of Wight, at 10:29 pm, after completing the 1,800 mile course in 7 days, 4 hours and 29 minutes.
SEPTEMBER
The first ocean racing news of the month was not at all good. Challenge Business Chairman, Sir
Chay Blyth, announced, on September 8, that the Global Challenge Round the World Yacht Race,
due to be run in 2008/09, would be postponed after being unable to secure a title sponsor. The race
had been unique, being the only race around the world “the wrong way” ie. against the prevailing
winds and currents.
The Volvo Ocean Race organisers had better news to share, on September
13, when Ericsson Racing Team was confirmed as the first official entry in the
2008-09 event.
5 days later the second official entry was confirmed as the Mean Machine syndicate, under the leadership of Dutchman Peter de Ridder. He said “We are
aiming to have the budget to allow us to have the very best design team, the
best sail development programme and the best support team. We don’t want
a ‘rock star’ crew; we want the best”.
Francis Joyon had good news to announce too. “I remain faithful to my
philosophy.” said Francis Joyon, when revealing details of his new boat
“so IDEC is a simple boat.” The first man to sail round the world solo,
in under 80 days (72 days and 22 hours), wants reliability above all, as
confirmed by Nigel Irens and Benoît Cabaret, the designers of the new
trimaran. “Francis is not a man of gadgets, he wants a boat that suits his image, i.e. solid, powerful
and without frills. The final form of IDEC fills these criteria.”
OCTOBER
Tony Bullimore, finally, left Qatar for Hobart and his round-the world
record start, saying “The delays over the last 7 weeks caused by last
minute additions to logos on the sails, have not been all bad news. They
have put the start of this record back until November – Spring time in the
Southern hemisphere. Then the weather will be better than if I had set
out during the Southern winter months.
Jan Berent Heukensfeldt Jansen, Managing Director of TEAM ABN
AMRO announced they would not be in the next Volvo, saying: “The
Volvo Ocean Race has been a great marketing platform for us and its impact will continue long into the future. We entered the Volvo Ocean Race
as a three year, one-off campaign to meet specific objectives, promoting
the unity and strength of the ABN AMRO brand to a global audience. We
did everything we could to win the race, with a combination of teamwork and professionalism.”
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VELUX 5 OCEANS

DRAMA

Velux 5 Oceans Race news dominated the rest of the year’s ocean racing. Much of it involved tales of danger, disaster and disappointment.
Graham Dalton was first to suffer disappointment when, on
the Friday before Sunday’s October 20 start, his mast, which
was ready to be lifted back
into the boat, was blown to
the ground in a 60 knot gust of
wind, cracking the inboard end
of the lower starboard spreader.
American entrant Tim Troy
was also excluded from the
Sunday start when his yacht
‘Margaret Anna’ failed the final Angle of Vanishing Stability test by just three degrees.

Dalton may have breathed a
sigh of relief at his delayed start,
when he learned that, within 24
hours, the fleet was being battered by violent winds and three
skippers; Mike Golding, Alex
Thomson and Unai Basurko
were already heading for land
with rig problems. Sir Robin
Knox-Johnson’s yacht survived
longer, but soon he too was
making for land and rig repairs.

tling together, for second place ing had turned back and reswhen disaster struck Thomson. cued Thomson from his stricken yacht, in a difficult operation
This is how he described it: that took almost two hours.
“I was in my bunk grabbing a
quick power kip when I was sud- Six
hours
denly thrown across the cabin later, Goldas the boat broached. I ran up ing was also
on deck and went to ease the in
trouble,
mainsail but nothing happened. when
his
I then went to try and cant the mast broke
keel, but again nothing hap- in two placpened. By this stage the boat es, the first
was leaning right over on its just
above
side with the spreaders in the the
main
water, so I went back down be- s p r e a d e r s
low to look inside the keel box. and the second about 1.5 meThe section which attaches the tres from the top. He and Thomrams to the keel had completely son worked together to set up
snapped off and the keel was a jury rig and headed for Cape
swinging freely. I went back up Town, some 1000 miles away.
on deck with the boat still on its
side. I took the sails down and What of the rest? Stamm and
finally the boat righted itself.” Shirashai - who finished first and
second - had few problems, the
others didn’t fare so well. Dalton
and Basurko had rudder problems and Dalton arrived with a
shredded mainsail. Knox-Johnston had constant trouble with
mainsail battens, autopilots
and communication equipment.

That left Bernard Stamm and
Kojiro Shiraishi storming ahead,
but when Golding and Thom- It wasn’t long before Thomson
son rejoined, both overtook realised that his beloved Hugo
the Japanese and were bat- Boss was doomed. Mike GoldPage 20
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ROUTE DU RHUM

MORE DRAMA

After dominating the MultiCup, Cammas was favourite to win but ....
so it took a while
before French and
British coastguards
realised they were
only co-ordinating
one rescue, not
two. Capelle was
rescued by Luc Co- son, was picked up by the
quellin.
cargo vessel Carmen.

it was Lionel Lemonchoix, on
Gitana 11, who took victory and
shattered Laurent Bourgnon’s
record, by 4 days, 15 hours, 22
minutes. Lemonchoix modestly
said he was helped by weather
conditions that allowed him
to sail a, more or less, direct
route.
The race had a fair number
of casualties, the first being
Vincent Riou, on day 1. The
last Vendée Globe winner
had been sailing under solent and full mainsail, in 15 to
20 knots of wind, when PRB’s
mast broke. Next day, Jankees
Lampes Class 3 monohull, La
Promesse, also dismasted and
Marc Lepesqueux (Siegenia Aubi) broke his port rudder in a
collision with a baulk of timber.
November 1 saw the first capsize; Charlie Capelle’s Acapella, or Switch.fr, as it had been
renamed for the sponsor. Falmouth Coastguard believed the
EPIRB registration for Acapella
and CROSS Gris Nez were told
that Switch.fr was in trouble,

Next day, Didier
Levillain, on board
a sinking A Fond Contre la
Spondylarthrite, sent out a
MayDay and was rescued by a
cargo vessel. Falmouth Coastguard was, at that time, also coordinating the rescue of a British couple from their cruising
yacht, in Biscay. The vessel that
picked them up was the ill-fated
MSC Napoli.
Another November 2 casualty
was Steve Ravussin, whose
Orange Project hit a container,
lost its main rudder and headed
for the Azores. He effected repairs and set off again, but left
an upturned Orange Project, in
mid Atlantic, for the second time
in two years, when the tanker
Oktah Bridge rescued him!

Next casualty was Joé
Seeten, on TMI Technologies, who sent out a MayDay, 640 miles south west
of the Azores. Seeten had
an injured shoulder and the
yacht was taking on water.
MRCC Norfolk described
the situation as “nasty”, with
the nearest commercial vessel, the Stavanger Eagle,
some 4 hours steaming distance away and the yacht
in gale Force 8. The cargo
vessel was concerned that
she might only be able to
give limited assistance, as
she had no boats to lower.

BYM News stayed in phone
contact with MRCC Norfolk
and the ship’s master, until the Stavanger Eagle had
Seeten on board, after an
extraordinary piece of seamanship. The reward came
next day, when Seeten’s
shore team said “Thank you
BYM News, we only knew
what was happening thanks
to you.” One of those times
Ideal Stelrad was next to flip; that running a news service
British yachtsman, Ross Hob- makes you feel good!
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ROLEX SYDNEY-HOBART

DRAMA

The sight of Wild Oats XI storming up the Derwent River under
black spinnaker, to take line honours, was certainly impressive,
but other events beat it for sheer drama.
This year everyone hoped for an answer to the question “Can a Volvo Open 70 beat a 100 foot?”, for Volvo
Ocean Race winner ABN AMRO One had entered the
Sydney Hobart. It looked as though it might be close
run, until both ABN AMRO One and Maximus dismasted. Maximus’ mast landed in the cockpit & several
crew had to be airlifted to hospital.

The saddest event in the race was not,
in the eyes of most Hobart followers, the
demise of two line honours candidates,
but the loss of one of the most beautiful
boats in Australia.
Rob Mundle wrote “When the yacht they
called ‘the floating Steinway’, the classic 38 year old timber sloop Koomooloo,
surrendered to the Tasman Sea, a significant part of a glorious era in Australian ocean racing was lost.”
VISIT THE SPIRIT OF KOOMOOLOO
WEBSITE
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GLAMOUR GIRLS

It isn’t all about broken masts,
sinking boats & macho men
though!

These girls sail well and look good. Left to right: Lia Ditton
- second Class 3 monoque; Servane Escoffier - second Class
2 monoque and up and coming Route du Rhum aspirant
Alexia Barrier. Watch this space, we’ll be talking to them!

CALL NOW FOR THE
MARINER BOATING HOLIDAYS
2007 BROCHURE
Fun regattas - Bareboat yacht charter
Crewed yacht charter - Luxury cruising
Traditional gulets and motor sailers
Canal Barges
Flights, hotels and car hire
Suite 802 / 83 Mount St, North Sydney
NSW 2060, Australia
Ph: +61 2 9966 1244
www.marinerboating.com.au
Click HERE to download 2007 brochure
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Derek Hatfield
TWO VERY DIFFERENT MEN
One single common aim
one of motivational speaker .
Derek’s last major ocean
race was the 2002 Around
Alone, in a boat he built
with the tireless help of his
family and many friends.

Canadian Derek Hatfield didn’t
set his heart on being a professional sailor at an early age.
He started his working life as a
Royal Canadian Mounted Policeman, then spent a number
of years managing compliance activities for brokerage
firms in the securities industry. Even now, Derek is not
just a professional sailor, for
he combines that career with

In the fourth leg of that race,
off the infamous Cape Horn,
the first Spirit of Canada pitch
poled in a gale that created
60 foot waves. The yacht was
dismasted and Derek had
to motor for over 30 hours to
reach Ushuaia, in Argentina.
There Derek and his team of
friends and supporters worked
for four weeks to repair the boat
and get him back in the race.
On May 31st 2003, after almost
8 months at sea, Derek crossed
the Newport finish to a hero’s

welcome, as hundreds of people came out to pay homage
to the man who just wouldn’t
quit. Derek’s was the fastest
40’ boat throughout the event.
Now Derek and friends, with
some professional help, have
built and launched a new 60
foot Spirit of Canada, in which
Derek aims to win the prestigious non-stop, round-the-world
2008 Vendée Globe solo race.
Like the first Spirit of Canada, this new racing yacht
still has no major sponsor,
the work is still being done
mainly by family and friends.
Some things can’t be provided by volunteer help though.
BYM correspondent, Carina
Prakke, talked to Derek about
his unique way of raising
funds for his racing campaign.

GROUPAMA 3
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SPIRIT OF CANADA

TWO VERY DIFFERENT BOATS
to be fastest round the world
Frenchman
Franck
mas does not need to
about where his next
and sails are coming

Camworry
mast
from.

Franck became a professional
sailor at the age of 25, when
Groupama spotted his talents and gave him the helm
of an ORMA class trimaran.
Nine years later, Cammas is
still skippering big tris for the
French insurance group and
has, recently, been conducting sea trials on the latest of
these; the 32 metre trimaran
Groupama 3, which has been
built to break ocean records, in
particular the round-the-world
record held by another Frenchman, Bruno Peyron, with an
astonishing time of 50 days.
Groupama 3 - launched in

2006 - was built by Vannes
based Multiplast, the yard that
both designed and built Peyron’s Orange II, which holds
many of the records that Cammas will be hoping to beat.

cessful, in terms of his race
record. Out of 51 starts in
Groupama tris, Cammas has
achieved 24 victories and 44
podium places and has been
world ORMA champion 4 times.

Cammas’ last ocean race was
the 2006 Route du Rhum solo
trans-Atlantic race, in which he
finished 5th - a result one suspects he found somewhat dissappointing given that he was
on Groupama 2, the trimaran
that had trounced the other
ORMA class Route du Rhum
entrants, in the 2006 MultiCup.

BYM executive editor, Marian Martin, met up with Roger
Lair, of Groupama, to find out
more about the benefits they
saw in sponsoring big tris.

Over the last nine years,
Groupama has spent many
millions of euros on keeping
Franck Cammas and their trimarans at the top of the multihull racing tree. The result
has been phenomenally suc-

Franck Cammas
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CANADIAN SPIRIT BUILDS SPIRIT OF CANADA
I attended the launch of Spirit
of Canada and, recently, had
the opportunity to sit down
again with Derek Hatfield and
catch up with how progress of
the campaign is coming on.

the 2002/2003
Around Alone
race. It’s back
in full force,
with a goal of
10,000 names
for the curThe Toronto International Boat rent
Vendee
Show was about to start, when c a m p a i g n .
I met up with Derek, and he believed this would be prime time I asked Derek
to let the public see the boat how he goes
and get their Name on the Hull. about reaching
The Name on the Hull campaign out to commuis the successful sponsorship nities outside
venue that allowed more than of the Greater
2,500 individuals and corpo- Toronto area where the boat

rations to offer financial and
moral support, as they sailed
around the world with Derek
and the Spirit of Canada, in

is currently located and being
worked on; specifically from
the West Coast of Canada.
“We get great exposure from the

Vancouver Boat show. There is
a very active dinghy and racing
venue in Calgary and they travel
to Vancouver for the Show and
see us there, as do many people from sailing communities
across the Prairies. Also, while
we’re in Vancouver, we do talks
at various locations in the area.
Pacific Yachting magazine has
helped us get the word out,
too. We are unable to bring the
boat with us to the Vancouver
Show, and as a result, there’s a
lot more talking and explaining
that goes on. We reach a great
number of people that way.”
Ongoing support is provided
by Canadian Yachting magazine with articles and advertising to keep the program in the
public eye. The Toronto Boat
Show (National Marine Manufacturer’s
Association)
also ensures that Spirit of
Canada receives prominent positioning within
the exhibition space for
the Toronto Boat Show.
Support for the campaign does not only come
from Canadians, though.
Our neighbours to the
south have been generPage 26
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ous in their contributions as
well. Many Americans make
the short trip across the border
to Canadian boat shows – a
popular exposure site for Spirit
of Canada. They also come
to the Port Credit Yacht Club
where she is currently located,
or previously to the build site in
Cobourg, Ontario. Many people are following and supporting the progress of this OwensClarke designed Open 60.

I asked how corporations and
the big-dollar sponsors have responded to the Spirit of Canada
campaign. After all, it’s not an
inexpensive proposition to get a
state-of-the-art boat built, outfitted and to the start line of a race.
“It’s Sports Marketing,” Hatfield responds. “We go and
talk to as many CEO’s, Presidents, Directors of Marketing,
and such, as we possibly can.
We do motivational talks at
various organizations, too. At
this point, we’re so busy with
talks that the calendar’s practically full, but we’re still miss-
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ing that one big supporter.” It’s getting to the start line that
is the hardest part of any race.
He admits that it can be a strug- Once the race starts, it’s relagle to get people to see past tively easy in comparison to the
the individual to the team. The frenetic activity of getting sponSpirit of Canada team is made sors to provide financial and inup of everyone who has donat- kind donations to outfit the boat
ed financially, in-kind, or in time with electronics, sails, rigging,
to the furthering of the build. cordage, shackles, blocks,
Derek’s just the lucky one who and the like. It’s not just the big
gets to helm the boat. Even at shell that needs to get there
that, we laughed about wheth- – it needs to have the inside
er that truly was lucky or not, filled too – all the data compogiven the demands of the job! nents that support Derek’s efDerek’s very mat- forts with educating school chilter-of-fact about dren, his ability to do interviews
it – it’s a team ef- while underway, to receive
fort and yet, for weather data and notifications.
some reason, it’s
easier for peo- Most of these pieces are inside
ple to grasp that the boat, thus easily forgotten
no CEO is single or overlooked by those of us
handedly respon- who will see it at the Toronto
sible for the suc- International Boat Show, where
cess of his organ- the boat will be on display. The
ization; that even outside is ready, now they need
if he’s the one the push to get the inside filled
with his name in and get her race-ready for trithe headlines, it’s als this summer leading to the
everyone’s contribution, large ultimate goal of getting to the
and small, that gets them start line of the 2008 Vendee at
to the achieving of the goal. les Sables d’Olonne in France.
This team is no different.
At that point, as the Vendee
Derek readily admits that this slogan says, he’ll be headed
is the hardest career he’s ever “Around the world, single handhad. From the Royal Cana- ed, non stop, without assistdian Mounted Police to To- ance”, but until then, it’s many
ronto’s financial district, to hands, non stop, and trementhe Spirit of Canada, this is dous assistance from both in“definitely the most stressful dividuals and corporations.
and yet the most rewarding
career choice” he has made. www.spiritofcanada.net
“The sense of accomplishment is tremendous, and we’re Carina Prakke
not even at the start line yet.”

The January edition of “THE MAGAZINE” had more than 40,000 downloads
Check out BYM News
ADVERTISING RATES
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GIANT GROUP BUILDS GIANT TRI

BYM talks to Roger
Lair, Events and
Media manager for
French insurance
giant Groupama.
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Groupama 3
is a 32 metre
maxi trimaran, built to
go round the
world in under
50 days and
take the Jules
Verne trophy.
Marian Martin: How does
Groupama quantify the benefits
of sponsoring large trimarans?
Roger Lair: We quantify the
exposure the boats have received in the media; newspapers, magazines, internet, TV,
and calculate what that exposure would have cost. For example, for every hour on TV
we can say “If we had paid
for that in advertising time, it
would have cost €X million.
MM: How do you value internet exposure?
RL: That is not so easy, but
there is no doubt that internet exposure is very important and getting increasingly
so. We are not, unfortunately,
able to quantify this, because
the internet is worldwide and
it is difficult to know who is
looking in our target markets.
We have, of course, our own
dedicated site for Franck and
we want to grow the content.
MM: What about overseas exposure?
RL: Again that is more difficult,
but we do know there must be
impact though. For example

the London - Nice event started
with a parade down the river
Thames and motorists could
see the name from the bridges. We can’t quantify the impact, but we know it is there.

races and record attempts.
MM: How do the members
of Groupama feel about the
money spent on large tris?

RL: They are our first supportMM: Why a record breaking ers. Groupama keeps them
boat? The Jules Verne attempt well informed and they are towill take less that 2 months, tally behind Franck Cammas.
but a Volvo Ocean Race entry
would be seen for 10 months. MM: Thank you Roger Lair.
RL: A Volvo entry
is very, very expensive; far more
expensive than our
record
breaking
programme. Also,
in France, which is
at the core of our
business, the Volvo
Ocean Race is not
very well covered
by the media. So,
although this was
Franck’s personal
choice, it also makes
economic
sense.
MM: What are
your future plans?
RL: We have a
contract with Franck
until 2011, so there
will be many more

In December 2006, G-Class
afficionados got a shock,
when the telecom giant, Orange, announced its decision to turn away from the
Orange Sailing Team and
focus on youth.
Orange has joined the circle of the partners of the
Fédération Française de
Voile, as Official Supplier,
and became Official Partner of the French sailing
schools. Orange says this
will bring sailing into the
daily news and enable it to
help talented young sailors,
who will become tomorrow’s professionals.
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VEMAC

Low emissions and improved efficiency without fuel injection
The combustion engine is the
state of the art drive train for
many applications either for
mobile use or in areas with a
less developed electrical grid.
Combustion engines boast a
high power density, robustness
and low manufacturing costs.
The combustion engine has
been introduced into a wide
market with different targets.
Due to the global use of combustion engines as a drive train
for many applications, beginning with road traffic purposes
(cars, trucks and motorcycles)
down to drive trains for agricul-

ture, industrial, handheld working tools and, of course, boats,
the European Commission has
specified the exhaust gas emissions of combustion engines
for mobile applications. With
this, legislation emission standards for all new engines, sold
in the EU, are now established.
All experts have agreed that,
alongside the emission legislation for road traffic, the emission
standards for other applications

CO, CO2 emissions from the original carburettor and the modified carburettor (PCC).

are likely to become more stringent, in the near future. Looking
at this scenario, VEMAC has de-

veloped a piezoelectric controlled carburettor (PCC) for petrol
combustion engines, which is
adaptable for use on both two
stroke and four stroke engines.
Tests carried out on a 4-stroke
engine show very good results,
regarding both emission reduction and fuel efficiency. It
was shown that raw emissions
could be reduced, dramatically,
(CO > 90% and HC 60%). At
the same time the fuel efficien-

cy could be increased by 15%.
The additional advantage of
the “piezo carburettor” is the
control of the fuel air ratio without any influence on the engine load. The VEMAC “piezo
carburettor” technology allows
further on the lubrication of the
engine by fuel oil mixture. Due
to the very low electric power
consumption and the low system weight the system is predestined for combustion engine
driven handheld tools, small motorcycles and outboard motors.
The results of the investigations
show that the piezo module operates excellently. Some work
has to be done to miniaturise
the electronics and enlarge
the robustness of the oxygen
sensor. This optimisation can
be easily achieved if a development process, with a target
application, is initiated alongside an engine manufacturer.
The client application is also
needed to define the electric
energy source, the electronic
circuit design, the wiring harPage 30
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ness, the electric connectors
and the complete package.
Further ideas to substitute the
oxygen sensor with other sensor signals and new control algorithm have to be examined.
In a project with a higher level
of industrialisation the potential
for miniaturisation of the piezo
module will be utilised. Also the
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Original (left) and modified carburetor (right)

Prototype of a single cylinder engine with electric generator and PCC Technology

simplification
of the carburettor
design
will be used.
The
demonstration shows
excellent performance due
to the enhancement of a well
known and established technology, lowest
electric power
consumption,
best robustness

and lower system complexity.

The “Piezo Carburettor” technology could present a
powerful, cost effective and intelligent alternative to
fuel injection systems.
Gary Evans

The by pass oil filtration
system that works

Technology from puraDYN will keep engine oil constantly clean
while in operation dramatically extending the time between oil
changes by hundreds of hours. Simply put, if the oil is clean and
additives are maintained, the oil does not need to be changed.

MIRABELLA V

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safely extended oil drain intervals
Reduced frictional engine wear
Reduced new oil purchases up to 90%
Reduced oil-related maintenance costs up to 90%
Reduced downtime/improved productivity
Additive levels that remain well within acceptable limits
Better-maintained oil viscosity
Improved oil circulation
Decreased sludge and varnish deposits
Cooler running engines and/or equipment
Increased engine efficiency
Payback typically in less than one year
100% money-back guarantee if not satisfied within 6 months

Visit the PURADYN WEBSITE, or call us now on 1.866.puraDYN (1-866-787-2396.)
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KATE
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How would you fancy a six
day sail on a first rule 1908
twelve metre yacht in the
Caribbean?
Doug Gillanders did.

Page
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It was a few years ago when I
first saw Kate. She was upside
down and the hull planking was
being applied. I then saw her
upright and her deck was being
installed.

Then, in December 2006, I
watched her being launched
under the shadow of Brimstone
Hill, a UNESCO World Heritage Site on St.Kitts West Indies, for she is not truly a 1908
12 metre, but a faithful replica.
On her arrival at Port Zante, I
was privileged to go aboard.
My son Christopher helped
owner/builder Philip Walwyn
raise the first flag.
When I learnt that there might
be space on board for the
St.Maarten - St.Martin 2007
Classic Yacht Regatta, I put in
my application and found that,
as there were no other applicants with better qualifications,
I was accepted.
Wednesday 17 January
06:00. Crew mustered on the
beach, with sleeping bags,
some clothes and, in my case,
three 1-litre bottles of Mount
Gay Extra Old rum. There was
Anthony – of middle eastern
extraction; Bruce – a Jamaican;
and myself – an Anguillian (one
of my many nationalities). We
set out in an inflatable of questionable age (to deter the more
larceny minded) powered by a
9hp Mercury outboard.
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The rest of the crew consisted
of owner/captain Philip Walwyn
– a Kittitian; Johnny – a Kittitian,
who had helped Philip build
Kate and James – out from the
UK, who had all spent the night
aboard.
07:00
All hands to action. No pleasure cruise
this, No electric winches,
no electric windlass, Philip
is a real out and out purist
and it was raw manpower
all the way.
First up was the jib. Quite easy
in the light morning breeze

then through the Statia channel.
By mid morning the light morning breeze had increased and
we were creaming along under
full main. We should have taken in a reef, but ........
I then did a stint on the helm.
Using a tiller – no wimpy wheel
here. The wind increased and
we were running with the rail
under and occasionally the top
wire of the safety lines. This
also resulted in quite a bit of
weather helm. It’s amazing
how ‘frozen’ your muscles can
become when kept continually
tensed with quite a load on
them.
The sail was just plain enjoyable; sunshine, some fluffy
white clouds and a moderate
to calm sea.

– more about that later. Then
up with the main. Two men on
the throat and one on the peak.
A bit of sweating up (including
mine) and it was done. Skipper was considerate enough to
bear into the wind to ease the
pressure on the sail to allow a
bit more sweating. The staysail
was next which was relatively
easy to haul up.

On arrival, we anchored with
a great big CQR and a decent
sized Fortress the former being
bloody heavy and the later being quite maneuverable.

After the ends of the halyards
were tidied up we settled down
on the first reach to Nag’s Head
in the South East. St Maarten
was to the north but, given the
wind direction, it was
determined that the
best course was around
Nag’s Head, in the south
eastern peninsula and
up the Narrows and
along the windward side
of St. Kitts, rather than
the leeward side, and

Thursday

The Peg Leg Bar ended our
day with a great meal and my
drinking an enjoyable Belgian
beer with a name somewhat
like “Lette Blond”.

Cracking of dawn was only just
about to begin and we were all
up and wide awake.
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Kate was being ‘presented’ that
evening at the St. Maarten Yacht
Club so the first order was to
make sure that Kate was clean
and tidy; I should say shipshape
and Bristol fashion below. The
decks were to receive another

‘oiling’.
There were a few items to be
picked up at Island Waterworld,
the local chandlery and, as I
needed a boarding ladder for
my own boat, I offered to go in
with the dinghy. By the time we
got back, after a nice leisurely
breakfast on a dockside café,
the deck had been almost all
oiled. The rest of the chores
were finished, without further
delay, and it was time for a beer
or two.
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located just inside the lagoon at
the Simpson Bay entrance. This
entrance is 50’00” wide and has
a lifting road bridge. The bridge
opens twice a day and we were
anchored just outside the entrance.
Since Kate is a virtually
exact replica, she does
not have an engine.
This, normally, requires
above average seamanship, and sailing
through the entrance
is not permitted, so
the dinghy “Panic Major” was pressed into
bow/stern
thruster
duty and ‘96 Degrees’ a 25foot Mako, powered by a 225
hp Yamaha, was lashed amidships, to serve as main propulsion. This was crewed by Pascal and Tuesday, who were
very, very helpful throughout
our stay.

At 5:30pm, Kate joined the
end of the queue of megayachts, not quite so megayachts
and just yachts and proceeded
into the lagoon. Loud prolonged
cheers from a huge crowd at the
Yacht Club greeted Kate. We
The St. Maarten Yacht Club is were taken a bit by surprise, as

the presentation was not meant
to be until 9:00pm.
The ‘toe killer’ is a lead for the
staysail and is positioned in the
precise location to result in a
mutilated toe; I wore shoes on
deck, except in this picture. The
rope coiled around the offending item was placed to minimise
the hospital expenses for visitors that evening.

The evening was a great success and significant amounts of
Heineken and other beers were
consumed. The number and
size of the megayachts was
amazing. They included anothPage 35
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The start was just
about perfect and
Kate got into her
stride and creamed
away on a reach for
Blowing Rock. The
wind was supposed
to stay in the north.
Murphy’s law came
into play and it
shifted to the northeast.
As Kate rounded
Blowing Rock, she
then faced an uphill
stride and I understand that beating
to windward is not a
gaff rigged vessel’s
best point of sail.
Our concentration
was also, initially,
disturbed by the
camera
persons,
in a helicopter, and
numerous
power
boats on all three
days. In the end we
came third on corrected time.

er classic, the vintage “gentleman’s” yacht Haida G, perhaps
better known by her former That night the swells picked up
name of Rosenkavalier. To
paraphrase another destination
“What happens in St. Maarten
stays in St. Maarten.”

and rolled in from the North.
Kate was subjected to their full
force, so sleep was fitful.
Saturday
Another pre-dawn start aboard,
saw morning aerobics comprised of hauling up the CQR
and Fortress. We transferred
the anchor rode to the stern, so
we were able to sail away under control through the maze of
yachts.
Start was good but not as good
as the first day. A reach to Blowing Rock, then another to the
leeward marker buoy, followed
by a beat up to Philipsburg.
Again the wind did not favour
us and we finished in second
place.
BBQ lunch was followed by a
decision to move the top of the
mast forward at 4:00pm. This
entailed removing a chock –
easier said than done - in the
keelson, erecting a number of
pulleys and a lot of winching.
Led by Philip, everything went
smoothly.

Friday
This morning the bridge opened
especially for Kate at 7:30am.
The first race was from Simpson Bay to Marigot Bay, but we
knew this regatta was really a
learning curve. Kate had only
been in the water for about five
weeks and the crew hadn’t had
a chance to sail that much together. In fact, at this point we
had only sailed about 80 miles
as a team.
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and it was on one of these tacks
that my deck shoes slipped on
the recently oiled deck. The fall
was not too great, but was
enough to leave a dark 4” diameter black and blue area on my
upper thigh.
The adjustment to the mast appeared to help, but it was not
enough. There was a short
downwind stretch, then a reach
back to Simpson Bay. Kate
gained ground on the reach,
but despite constant attention
to sail trimming we were beaten into third place by about a
minute.

Then the Norse fittings, at the
end of the stainless steel rigging to the bow sprit, needed to
be shortened. Fortunately we
were able to use a vice ashore.
Two fittings were removed, the
cabling shortened and fittings
refitted. Work was halted at
dusk, which comes down very
quickly in the Caribbean. Then
the beers set in.

10:00 am, but that was dashed
when it was advised that it Monday
would be 9:00am as usual.
Another early start. Another
The cable to the last Norse fit- hauling of the anchors. Another
ting still needed to be shortened, sweating up of the main, stayso again, this time at 6:30am on sail and jib. The sea was fairly
a Sunday, we set out to use a calm. We took in a reef and set
vice ashore. No time for break- off homeward bound.
fast.

As we passed along the coast,
A fair start saw us again at the often less than 200 yards off
Sunday
front of the pack. We then had shore, I was reminded of how
to tack, repeatedly, up the coast beautiful the island of St.Kitts
We had heard that the start was of St.Maarten to Pelican Rock- really is and how much I take it
for granted.
If you ever have the opportunity
to sail on a first rule twelve metre yacht, especially Kate, grab
it with both hands. I cannot recommend it highly enough.
The rum? The crew and guests
finished that after the Saturday
race.
The Regatta? I experienced a
great adventure, of which I have
nothing but wonderful memories, and I guess that goes for
my fellow crew members.

Doug Gillanders
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MY Marco Polo

The Ron Holland designed Marco Polo is a 45 metre single screw
explorer motor yacht, which is intended to live up to her name
and explore the far reaches of the globe.
The yacht seen above, cruising
at 13. 5 knots in the Pearl River
delta, is called Marco Polo, but
that’s also the name of a series
of Marco Polo Transoceanic
Explorer yachts, to be built by
Hong Kong based Cheoy Lee,
at its mainland China shipyard,
for Hong Kong based company
MCC.

they are perhaps best known
for those legendary trawler
yachts, with the reputation for
being “go anywhere” boats.
Real afficionados also know the
yard for the blue water sailing
yachts, many of them exquisite
clippers, that it built between
1950 and 1980, many of which
are still sailing today.

The idea behind this series
was to approach motoryacht
construction and ownership in
a new way, by combining the
need for reliability and economy that is a must in the commercial world, with the sort of
design and build quality that are
esentials in the world of luxury
yachting.

The yard has also been a continuous force in commercial
building for many years. It was
founded in 1870, as a Shanghai build and a repair yard for
steam-powered craft and has
been run by the same family
ever since. It has also a history
of being a pioneering and innovative company.

Cheoy Lee was the obvious
choice of builder. Where the average yachtsman is concerned,

In the 1960s, Cheoy Lee became one of the pioneers in the
development, testing and use

of fiberglass construction techniques and, in 1977, built what
was the world’s largest GRP
vessel at the time, the 130’ motorsailer “Shango II.”
Today, with a new “state-of-thetechnology” production facility,
on the Pearl River at Doumen,
the shipyard builds a variety of
craft, from its famous Z-Tech
6000 power house tugs, to megayachts.
The result of this combination
of Ron Holland design, Cheoy
Lee build expertise and Chinese labour rates, is a vessel
that has seriously viable charter potential, with low operating
costs, coupled with good looks
and an ability to cruise long distances and visit remote places
that many megayachts owners
could only dream of seeing.
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Holland has incorporated several features that are unique in
the large yacht world to enhance
both the Transocean Explorer
capability and the requirement
for economy.
A 35% saving in fuel consumption has been achieved by using a single engine configuration. The prejudice against a
single engine - What happens
if it breaks down and can’t be
fixed? - has been overcome by
fitting a forward Schottel azimuth thruster This is powerful
enough to control the vessel
head to wind in 20 kts plus wind
speeds and rough sea conditions and achieve ‘get home’ precision manoeuvrability and
the single large diameter VP
speed of over 6 kts.
propeller, chosen for all round
This forward thruster also en- operating efficiency, also folsures that Marco Polo’s slow lows modern, commercial shipspeed manoeuvring is supe- ping practices.
rior to conventional twin screw
yachts. Even if the aft thruster
is unserviceable, the controlable vectored flow from the
forward Schottel thruster, in
combination with large rudders
and a large diameter propeller,
ensures easy control. Commercial experience has shown the
Schottel system alone will give

Twin large area rudders with
structural skeg protection offer
excellent protection of the propeller and rudders, even if the
vessel goes aground, and there
is good projection of rudder
blade area into propeller wash
flow, which further enhances
slow speed manoeuvring. The

set up also gives superior ‘at
sea’ control, especially when
running downwind in gale conditions.
The yacht offers accomodation for a crew of ten and eight
passengers. KCA International
was commissioned to create
the interior styling for the main
saloon, owner’s stateroom and
studio and the guest suites on
board this first Marco Polo.
Their brief was to design a contemporary, luxurious environ-
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ment with a hint of the East.
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contrasting walnut and limed
oak. The effect is either powerIn the saloon, the first thing that ful, or overpowering, according
struck me was what seemed to your tastes. Large windows
to be a 1930’s influence, then provide a bright environment,
I saw 1960’s, or did I? There’s with panoramic views by day,
a sort of retro impression, cou- and, for evening, there is clever
pled with timelessness. There’s use of recessed lighting, mirrors
also a strong sense of practical- and an arrangement of lamps,
ity, in the wooden floor and the to vary the ambiance.
unadorned bar stools. You get
the impression that this yacht The Macassar ebony is also
is really intended to be used for used in the owner’s stateroom,
exploration and those on board but offsetting textured wall covwill be expected to come back erings and wardrobe doors crefrom some shore excursion in ate a more subtle effect. The
a condition which might make circular patterns on the carpet
them shy at sinking down onto were, I’m told, inspired by the
leather upholstery.
carefully manicured grounds
of the minimalist ‘Ryoanji’ Zen
The strongest feature in the gardens.
saloon is woodwork; it is hand
picked Macassar ebony with The lighting, the mirrors, the

bold red, black and gold colours,
all gave me a feeling that the
owner was a man of strong personality and an equally strong
sense of style. Owner personality is something that often fails
to come over, in a large yacht;
I last felt it when I looked at the
interior of the Benetti Sai Ram.
The guest suites are a complete contrast. The subtle Asian
influence persists, but the use
of light limed oak and blending
beige and brown toning fabrics
create a very neutral atmosphere; one in which even the
shyest guest could, immediately, feel at home.
The crew quarters (bathroom
on opposite page) are exactly
what you would expect, no frills,
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just comfortable and functional.
Ron Holland recently travelled
to China, to attend Marco Polo’s ongoing sea trials. On his
return, he told BYM News:
“During our trials we put Marco
Polo through an extensive running and testing programme to
optimise all systems to match
our highest expectations.”
“The variable pitch propeller
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and different power settings allow us to fine tune and confirm
our original goals for long distance fuel efficiency operation long distance range will be over
6000 nm!”
“We were also able to verify
Marco Polo’s handling and manoeuvring capability - bow and
stern thrusters control - and
the unique ‘get home’ capability of the forward Schottel Vector drive system,
which is one of
Marco Polo’s outstanding unique
safety
features,
without comparison in existing
yachts.”
The Marco Polo
has been built
for a European

owner, who is an experienced
yachtsman. It is intended mainly for use by the owner, for
transocean exploring, with the
possibility of a small amount of
select chartering.

Marian Martin
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A Tale of Three Boat Shows
Is today’s boat show an improvement on those of yesteryear? It’s a moot point, because nobody goes to a
show for the same reasons, nobody sees the attractions
in the same way. Each year, we seem to be told that
“attendance is up”, or “sales are at record levels”, or
“visitor satisfaction is at an all time high”! Is it all true?
Three BYM correspondents
attended three boat shows,
in three different countries
and give their impressions
and those of some visitors.

Aldous Grenville-Crowther
went to sunny Spain
for the Barcelona show.

Tom Walsh attended the
London boat show, on
a grey UK winter day.
Carina Prakke was at
the Toronto show, where
the weather didn’t matter, because the on-water section was indoors.
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BRAVA BARCELONA
For me, Barcelona is always a refreshing show, because it is not dominated by phrases like “Moving up
the model range”, “High end” and “High net worth”.
This is a show that presents everything to do with boating and watersports in equal parts, from luxury yachts
to an inflatable toy lion, with nothing missed in between.
I have been attending
enjoying the Barcelona
Show for many years
I’m still attending each

and
Boat
and
year.

It may not be the world’s best
attended show - though that’s a
moot point, because it has often seemed the busiest to me
- but it is, in my view, the most
interesting of all the shows that
I can claim to have intimate
knowledge about.

This really is a show that can
guarantee that every visitor,
whatever their interests and
however deep, or shallow, their
pocket, will find something to
suit them.

There are, as at every show, the
“novedads”, which may, or may
not be really new, or just new
in Spain, but the fascination of
Barcelona is variety and that’s a
story best told in pictures.

The theme of this show was
“Fun on the Water”, which is my
idea of what boating ought to
be about. I have, on occasions,
been told that’s an old fashioned notion, but it seems to
be a view that is shared by the
Barcelona Boat Show organisers and, judging by the happy
smiles of those sampling a host
of activities - from windsurfing
to simulated big game fishing it’s also a view shared by many
of the visitors!
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OUTSIDE

Outside there was a cluster of
wooden craft. Some restored,
some awaiting restoration, but
mostly lovingly hand crafted.
I cannot help thinking there is a
real niche market here, yet like
similar small craft exhibits I have
seen at shows - La Rochelle,
Belgium and Amsterdam - there
was no serious attempt at marketing and very few leaflets, for
those interested to take away. I
found myself thinking “Isn’t this
crazy, they spend hundreds of
hours building the boat ,stretch
the budget to get to the show
and then are miserly over a bit
of printing.” Most of them will
remain small businesses, but

maybe they like the lifestyle
and want to stay that way. Noone approached me whilst I
was admiring ths workmanship,
except one young man, who
came forward as I was examining the exquisite Joana, and
proudly told me that his father
had built it.
The wooden submarine was

fascinating. It is a full scale replica of Ictineo II, a vessel built
in 1862 and invented by Narcis
Monturiol Estarriol.
A notice said that it had been
built in 1992 and was going to
cruise submerged in the Port of
Barcelona, but there was noone to ask whether this had actually happened!
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INSIDE

Inside the huge Fiera, were displays of
boats that are as professional as those
at any other show. Stands that caught
my eye were Duarry, with its impressive RIBS; Rodman with the new Muse
and sports fishing boats; Lema, whose
boats really do look fun to own and use;
Menorquin, which had a very big display
of llauts - a personal favourites style
of boat - and Qwer, with its ultra fast
runabouts, which are fitted with surface
drives.
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ON WATER

Port Vell, like Cannes and
Monaco, is a perfect setting in which to show off
expensive yachts afloat. It
has the sun, the character
and the ambience, so it is
not surprising that the array of boats seemed little
different from those I saw at
the autumn Mediterranean
shows and I felt a certain
sympathy for Spanish motor yacht manufacturers,
who were hard to pick out
from among all the Italian
glamour.

That was not the case with sail
yacht builder North Winds, which
had chosen its home show to introduce its new 68 to the world and

show off other models.
What would I have liked to
cruise away in? The North
Wind 68 appealed a lot, but I’m
a motor boater at heart and the
yacht that most attracted me
was this canoe stern 28 metre
megayacht from Benetti Sail
Division. That yard should not
be confused with Azimut Benetti, though they have history in
common.
Evergreen’s traditional styling
is not to everyone’s taste, some
might even use that word “old
fashioned” again, but it would
suit me.
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Barcelona says it is about having fun on the water and it’s a fact. Any visitor would be absolutely
spoiled for choice by the array of dinghies, beach
cats, surf boards, motorised and non motorised
toys. There was even an indoor pool where you
could try things out.

Fishing is clearly big business and the
stands were always packed with visitors
selecting from the huge array of rods, reels,
lures and other essentials. The rod testing
rig was a place of laughter, as the public pitted their skills against some imaginary giant,
and I even heard English voices, boasting
about their “catch”.
It’s not all about admiring boats, or having fun though. There are many interesting exhibits on display, in an area devoted to innovation, where the Fiera gives
FREE space to young designers.
The keel is that of America’s Cup yacht,
Le Defi Espanol, and was developed by
Barcelona’s super computer. The weather bouy was developed by the Instituto
Canario de Ciencias Marinas and is the
perfect answer to getting weather information to competitors in club regattas.

I think Barcelona has got the balance right and I only heard one
visitor complaint! An Italian woman said Port Vell’s attractive
cobbles should be concreted over to make it easier to walk in
high heels! Aldous Grenville-Crowther
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EXCELlent in parts

The enigma that is the London
Boat Show at ExCeL continued
in 2007. Clearly, the organisers, National Boat Shows,
having attracted a new title
sponsor, international financial services company Collins
Stewart, have taken on board
some of the criticism levelled
at last year’s show. How successful are these changes?
Do they add atmosphere and
direction to the show? Well
for this correspondent there
were both hits and misses.

A Miss
On approaching the Excel by
car, from the M25, signing of
the show was very poor. Once
you’ve seen the permanent
signs for ExCeL you don’t
need further Boat Show signs;
the signs that are provided
are too close to the venue to
be useful. Infrequent visitors
to London could do with dedicated signs that start on the
tricky M11, A13, North Circular Junctions. Not when, hav-

ing survived the great adventure that is the City rush hour,
they can nearly see the hall.

A Hit and a Miss
Bombsite Park & Ride was a
thing of the past for 2007. While
it’s easy to lament the lost opportunity to ride on a pensioned
off Routemaster omnibus, parking directly below the event in a
clean, covered, pay and display
carpark has to be an improvement. Early visitors would have

One way to beat the rush hour traffic
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found the new arrangements
a mixed blessing when they
got to the ticket machines. As
complex as astro navigation, as
rare as a cheap mooring and,
with a day’s parking costing £12
to £15, meaning that everyone
paid by card and substantial
queues formed at all but the
quietest periods. Somebody at
BMF must have been listening
though, as pay and display was
replaced with a fixed price, £9,
deal mid way through week one.

A hit
One hit with visitors I spoke to,
was that more area has been
given over to activities such
as competitive oil filter changing Engine Race, an anchoring simulator and a Sky Sports
theatre area to host presentations by great and knowledgeable sailors & boaters
of all kinds. Friday’s “Preview
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Day” isn’t usually the busiest day of the show, but these
activities did draw both audiences and participants, pretty
steadily, throughout the day.

More Hits & Misses
A big miss is the lack of a main
central attraction, activity area
or theme. I asked a wide selection of visitors how they thought
this years theme, Island Nation,
played out. Very few visitors I
spoke to, had
realised that
there was a
theme at all.
Shortage of
show information and guidance is also
a
frequent
concern. As
an example; if
visitors found
out about the
various
activities taking
place outside
on the water
it was more
by luck than
by guidance
from the organisers.
Then, should
the lucky visitor discover
an
event
worth watching, and there were
quite a few, no particular provision for spectators was provided. It was generally felt, by
my panel of visitors, that the
Southampton show is a clear
winner if you want to park
your bones, watch an event
or find out what’s going on.
Many exhibitors see more
pluses from this year’s show

than the 2006 event. The show
might have been visited by less
people in 2007 (estimates vary
but BMF are claiming 130,000),
but sales are reported as being
up by many leading exhibitors.
John Gardener, MD of chandlers Piplers of Poole, said: “We
have had a very good show and
are 20 per cent up on 2006.”
Brian Peters of Peters Opal,
Europe’s largest distributor of
motor and sailing yachts, announced: “We have had retail
sales in excess of 70 boats,
for delivery this year. We’re
pleased with the strong international presence on the
stand and yesterday welcomed one client, a French
customer, who wanted to buy
an Italian boat, here at a British Show, to be kept in Spain.”
Peters Opal told me that, this
year, power and sail sales
were pretty evenly balanced
and that the number of sales
prospects generated by the
show, when added to the confirmed orders, makes this a
very successful show for them.
While most people I asked
agreed that 2007 is the best
boat show held at ExCeL so
far, it would be fair to say that
there’s just about enough boat,
but not enough show. If BMF
(British Marine Federation)
the organisers of the show are
listening to both visitors & exhibitors they will realize that
the same big problem remains.
To be anything other than a
glorified boat showroom, this
show needs a centre attraction link to a strong theme.
Until the horns of that particular dilemma are grasped the
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show will remain more of a
nice trip to the shops than what
is the published aim of the organisers, an unmissable event.
The
boats
are
a
hit
though. Highlights of my
day at the show included
Sunseeker, which had the
largest boat they’ve ever built
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moored outside the hall. The
37m Tri-Deck Yacht is without
doubt an imposing example of
a British manufacturing success story, Managing director
Robert Braithwaite’s statement
that “No other manufacturer in
this country is capable of building yachts of this size and type”
might have certain companies

in Falmouth and Portsmouth
just slightly puzzled, but it has
to be said that Sunseeker is
being seen as a major player
in semi-custom yacht building circles. A quick look inside
shows that British craftsmen
are turning out work as good
as any of the competition.
A short champagne cork flight
from the Sunseeker flagship Azimut’s Leonardo 98 was moored,
so the opportunity to compare
and contrast was too good to
miss. Both show the very best
of top end motor yacht building
and whether the cream of Dorset (above left), or the cappuccino of Viareggio (right) is to your
taste is completely up to you.
Peters Opal have an American
success story on their hands
at the show. The Island Packet
SP Cruiser is a modern interpretation of the motor sailerstyle of yacht. The first example
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into the UK sold while it was
still on the lorry and two more
have been ordered at the show.

water jet propulsion systems.

Avon Inflatables are using the
show to introduce refinements
to their Adventure RIBS, a
completely new range of liferafts that incorporate the latest technology, three year
service intervals and 12 year
guarantee. Continued development of the Seasport range
of RIBS sees the introduction
of a range of supercharged
four stroke engines, driving

be a millionaire to enjoy boats
and boatshows is the Avoncraft stand featuring a wide
range of inflatable canoes.
You can get two people afloat
for less than £350 in a Canoe
1C140, a kind of inflatable Canadian Canoe. An inflatable canoe takes about 10 minutes to
go from bag to water and you
could take it to the water on
the bus as it only weighs 19kg.

Proving that you don’t need to

So, as usual the London Boat
Show was both good and bad.
It’s a great place to see the
boats of your dreams, to meet
well known yachtsmen, to get
advice and maybe bag a bargain. You get a feeling that it’s
getting better as a day out,
but it has got a way to go yet.

Tom Walsh
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VISITOR’S VIEWS
I paid in advance, for a £2 reduction the first weekend, a friend got
an e-mail offering 2 for the price
of 1 for last weekend. Not happy.
I’ve just been downstairs and
picked up tokens for half a dozen
free drinks - as it will only cost
me £5 to get in this afternoon it
sounds like bargain!
They are being handed out in Cabot
Place (near the bottom of the escalator up to Tescos) if anyone is
in the area.
It was a much better show than
last year, which almost made me
decide not to bother again.
The chandlery was always the
best part of the boat show for me,
wandering around it and bartering. Seeing what I haven’t got and
should have, that little time saving
nick nack, the new must have fandangle.
Seems to me after my visit, last
Saturday, that there is no competition, with so few chandlers’ stalls
now. It’s like they’re adding a ridiculous price onto normal prices
and then putting a ticket on saying
reduced for “Boat Show!”
Definitely better than last year, but
it was close run. Really enjoyed
anchoring demo.
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I wonder if they think that the free
drinks promotion will pay for itself,
or whether it is just an attempt to
buy visitors?
In my case, I fully intend to drink
more free beer than I pay in entrance fee.
Earls Court was crummy in many
ways, but the show there did have
character. The ExCeL show doesn’t.
Is it really just a matter of venue
change?
Much better than the last one,
especially as we got in for half
price.
Great show! Only problem I have
is deciding which of short listed
boats to buy!
Better including a show guide with
the entry fee, but who really wants
to carry one around all day. Bags
get heavy enough with stuff from
dealers.
Shame the on water section is so
hard to find without the guide.
Loved the fact it was so quiet. We
are serious boat buyers and it was
great to be able to get to talk to
someone on any stand, without a
wait.
Great show if you wanted to gawp
at boats you could never afford.
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Hey honey, let’s grab the
kids & get on the water
was the message from

TORONTO

Toronto was a character show
that, yet again, fulfilled its purpose of catering to and inspiring those with an interest in
on-water summer activities.
It certainly is a ten-day endurance marathon for vendors.
They weren’t complaining, as
its was a resounding success
by all accounts, with claims
that
attendance
numbers

were up and sales were good. ing that smaller powered
craft, of all types including
There’s a lot of summer-house/ PWCs, dominate at this show.
cottage feel to the Toronto boatshow. It’s not so much pleas- That doesn’t mean that there
ure craft, as in “luxury”, but as wasn’t anything high end, or
in “Hey, honey, let’s grab the high
performance
though.
kids and head out on the lake”. Nor were sailors neglected;
there were dinghies, beach
Ontario is full of small lakes cats, windsurfers and famand rivers, so it isn’t surpris- ily cruisers to choose from.
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If asked to vote for a
star of the show, I guess
many would have gone
for this Correct Craft.
It wouldn’t appeal to
anyone’s
tree-hugger side, but it sure
made a lot of eyes pop!
Queues often formed
to view the larger, luxury models and there
were always plenty of
people around the indoor lake, complete
with floating docks and
boats. It also housed
the speakers’ Boathouse for seminars
that took place daily.
This year’s Boathouse
speakers were Derek
Hatfield of the Spirit of
Canada; Paul & Sheryl
Shard on Sailing and
Motor Yacht Cruising
in Egypt; Alessandro
Di Benedetto on his
solo Pacific crossing from Yokohama
to San Francisco on
a 19.6 ft catamaran;
John Kretschmer on
being At the Mercy of
the Sea and Dee Caffari, of Aviva fame, on
her 2005/2006 ”wrong
way” circumnavigation.
Dee is a great speaker and kept her audience’s attention as she
spoke, not just about
her round the world
voyage, but about the
tremendous
support
Aviva is giving her for
the Vendee, with a new
Owens-Clarke Open
60 being built in New
Zealand, a used Open
60 to practice on until
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hers is ready, and the entire team behind her. I think
Dee struck some chords
with many who listened,
she certainly did with me.
Just off the Indoor Lake
was the Cottager’s Marketplace. Here you could find
inflatable kayaks, wakeboards, wetsuits, swimsuits, hammocks, plans
for building a log-house,
even gourmet sauces. This
spilled into the Mariners’
Marketplace, where anyone with a boat could find
electronics to dock-kits, as
well as all manner of gear.
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Boat Show Specials
ensured lots of
traffic.
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In the sailing area, you could find boat sizes
from dinghies and kayaks, to the floating cottages demanded by one sector of the local market.
In keelboats, the Beneteau 10R and the J109
were there for the racer/cruiser market, but
this was not a show for the really serious racing
sailor, except for the dinghy section. This was
about comfortable cruising for the whole family to enjoy spending time on the water together.

The
Toronto
International
Boat Show is a wonderful reminder, in the cold of January,
that summer will be back and
there will be much family fun
to be had on the water, whatever your preference may be.
You could also find lots of advice about how to learn your
chosen watersport and The
Great Canadian Fish Tank,
while tucked away in a corner,
was a great place to learn about
various fishing techniques, with
not less than four seminars
daily throughout the Show.

adding to the character.
You don’t exactly expect to
find a baby snow plough
at a boat show, do you?

heard from visitors came when
they saw me taking pictures
and bemoaned that they’d
left their camera at home.

Every exhibitor I spoke with Carina Prakke
was happy with how it was going and the only complaints I

Toronto is very much about
having fun on the water and
that makes it a fun show,
with some unexpected sights
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MEGA YACHT ROUND UP
July 8 2006 was a banner day for CRN, Italy. A new launching saw all the children of Ancona take part in the festivities
at the shipyard when “GiVi”, a splendid steel and aluminium
megayacht measuring 60 metres, the latest addition to the
CRN family, took to the water. The vessel, the largest to be
launched from Ancona in the last 6 years, lifted CRN’s launch
total to 120 steel and aluminium megayachts.
New Zealand’s Alloy Yachts launched yet another
50+ metre sailing megayacht in July. The 52m sloop
Kokomo has a design displacement of 340 tonnes.
The design from Dubois Naval Architects was for a
high performance aluminium sloop with spacious interiors and extensive accommodation.
Kokomo has a 63.4m (209ft) carbon fibre mast, with
roller boom furling.
Dutch design office, Vripack, announced the August
launch of the trawler yacht Caressa K, at the RMK Shipyard in Tuzla, Istanbul, for a Turkish owner.
The full services office of Vripack was responsible for
styling, naval architecture and engineering.
At 37 metres, the Caressa K is the largest trawler yacht
Vripack has designed to date.
The hull is built of steel, the superstructure is built partly
of steel and partly of aluminum.
Trinity Yachts shipyard delivered the 47.9 metre trideck motor yacht, Lady Linda.
After completing her sea trials, the stylish Lady Linda, with her rich deep blue hull and white superstructure, left for the Bahamas for several weeks of cruising with her new owners, who also own the Lurssen,
Linda Lou.
The design incorporated the owners’ ideas of style,
elegance and performance.
On Saturday November 18, Koninklijke De Vries
Scheepsbouw launched the 51.21m (168’0”) Gallant
Lady – the 8th Feadship for a repeat client.
Gallant Lady is a twin screw motor yacht, with aluminum hull and partly composite super structure.
Design and naval architecture was by De Voogt Naval Architects, with interior design by John Munford
Design.
The interior decorator was Peter Rogers and the interior stylist was Richard W. Jorden.
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Ocean Independence announced the November launch
of MY Asfar in Antalya, Turkey.
This 30m planing motor yacht
was built, by Dragos Yachts,
for the Chairman of the Bin
Moosa Group and is set to be
based in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

On Saturday December 16, the Royal Van Lent Shipyard
launched the 61.20 metre M.Y. Secret, in an atmosphere
made festive by Christmas decorations.
M.Y. Secret is a twin screw motor yacht, with steel hull and
aluminium superstructure.
The design and naval architecture is by De Voogt Naval
Architects and the Interior is a Jim Harris design, based on
a concept from Larvor.

GOLDEN OLDIE

The 30.1 metre, 1969 Feadship “Prosit” was designed by de
Groot and built by Van Lent for US Lowenbrau beer magnate,
Hans Holterbosch.
Howard Ruby, founder, chairman and CEO of Oakwood Worldwide, which is now a $multi-billion
real estate company, bought the yacht, in 1979, and re-named her Belle Aire, after one of his California developments.
Since 1982, the Belle Aire has been successively owned by a Belgian, who eventually acquired
another Feadship - Easy to Love IV; an Englishman, who had made his money in PVC pipes; then
Maurice Levy, Chairman and CEO of French PR company Publicis, who still owns her.
Since our photo was taken - circa 1979 - the Belle Aire has acquired a bathing platform on the stern
and the upper deck and aft cockpit have both been extended to the stern, to provide an al fresco
dining area and an upper deck lounge, under a bimini top. The Belle Aire has always been a high
profile yacht and now does extensive charter work, from her base in San Remo, Italy.
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BULLI FOR YOU

Tony Bullimore ought to have
been well into his round the
world voyage by now, if he
were to have much chance
of succeeding in his bid to
break Ellen MacArthur’s solo
record. Instead he is bullying
a bullworker in a Hobart gym!

spokesman for Bullimore told
BYM News that his attempt
would be in the former Enza,
which was entered as Legato
in The Race, as Daedalus in
the Oryx Quest and would now
become Doha 2006, for this
record attempt, which would be
sponsored by Qatari interests.
There’s a second reason that The spokesman went on to say
he should have left though and
that’s the fact that his catamaran
had been renamed “Doha 2006”
and it is now January 2007!

that Bullimore hoped to start his
attempt, which was designed
to draw attention to the Asian
Games, within a month to six
weeks, leaving from Tasmania.
It is now the end of January, and
Tony Bullimore has just celebrated his 68th birthday in Hobart,
where Doha 2006 remains at the

On August 2, 2006, BYM reported that Bullimore was close to
an assault on the solo Roundthe-World record, in an ex-Tracy Edwards boat, to be named
Doha 2006. That fuelled speculation that his attempt would
be made in the former Club
Med, renamed Doha 2006, for
the Oryx Quest event. Doha
2006 won that event; Bullimore,
in Daedalus – the only other
Oryx finisher – came second.
However, later that month, a
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quay side, six weeks after the
Games it was to promote ended!
Far from starting a record attempt some time in September 2006, it was late October,
when Bullimore announced that
Doha 2006 had hoisted her new
sails, for the first time, and was
heading out of the Gulf State of
Qatar, bound for his round-theworld start line, in Tasmania.
Over the weeks, following his
departure from the Middle East,
Tony Bullimore and Doha 2006
were to get a lot of publicity.
Bullimore stopped off in the
Maldives and announced that
he had the support of two new
front line sponsors – real estate investor Qatari Diar and
Mistral Internet - for his attempt
to break the solo non-stop
round the world sailing record.
Tony said he was sailing to Hobart, with a four-man crew, to
test not only the sail systems,
but the satellite communication links onboard that would
keep visitors to his Mistral powered web site informed, with
daily video and audio updates

through a virtual server solution.
From that point on, the sponsors got plenty of coverage,
not from what Tony said,
but from what he didn’t say!
In the Indian Ocean all communications from Doha 2006
ceased, raising yet again in
newspapers, TV and the internet, the almost 10 year old
story of his rescue from his upturned Vendée Globe yacht, in
a massive operation by Australian Search and Rescue teams.
At the time, it was a story that
captured attention worldwide
and made Tony Bullimore a
household name, even amongst
those who had little interest in
ocean racing! So, when Bullimore and Doha 2006 “vanished” for a second time, it is
hardly surprising that the media got hooked into the story.
The attention ensured a fair
crowd awaited Tony’s arrival in
Australia and the fact that he arrived with a bit of a “bang”, which
threw a crew member into the
water, only added to the interest.
That interest hasn’t diminished
since Tony arrived in Hobart, Tasmania. A warm welcome awaited

him, at the Bellerive Yacht Club
and members willingly set to, to
help Tony prepare Doha 2006
for a late December departure.
On December 12, there
seemed to be a setback that
could have ended the record
attempt, before it even began.
Australian TV showed footage of the catamaran’s carbon fibre mast dropping to the
ground, when a rope broke,
but Tony seemed unconcerned, despite those with
carbon fibre experience talking of potential, later, effects
as a
result of concussion.
On December 23, 2006, Bulli
announced that he would be on
standby from December 31. His
press release said “The final
countdown has begun for Tony
Bullimore’s challenge to break
the 70 day barrier for sailing
solo non-stop around the world.
His 102ft catamaran Doha 2006
was lifted back into the water at
the Incat shipyard, in Hobart,
on Thursday and she will undergo final tuning and preparations over the Christmas break.
‘We are just waiting for the
last sails to arrive from South
Africa, some new logos to be
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ern Ocean, somewhere between mid-April and midMay, which many believe to
be too late for a safe return.

put on the hull and for the satellite communications equipment and onboard camera
systems to be commissioned,
and I will be ready.’ said Tony.”
That departure was put back.
“We’ve taken local advice, and
decided that it might be just
too dangerous to set out from
Hobart’s Iron Pot lighthouse
at the mouth of the Derwent
River with these (Sydney-Hobart) race yachts still coming across Storm Bay from
Sydney” said Barry Pickthall,
Team Bullimore’s spokesman.
In the second week of January,
we learned that Bullimore had
problems with his gennaker
furling gear and a runner, which
required these items to be
flown to Sydney and New Zealand, respectively, for repairs.
On January 21, a press release from Team Bullimore
said “Tony reported today, ‘ The
weather is not right at the moment, so we have spent the
time fine-tuning some of the
systems on the boat, and getting myself as fit as possible.’
Tony, who turned 68 in January, says he is using this ex-

A very experienced Chilean
seafarer and yachtsman told
BYM News “At that time, for
someone arriving in the Roaring Forties, I would suggest
that the low pressure systems
would be moving north and, in
the forties you would be getting equinoctial gales. Later
in the winter, conditions in the
high 40s/low 50s would be
tra time to build up his stam- more settled than in summer.”
ina levels by working out in
the Oceana gym each day. Pickthall points out that, with
Cape Horn behind him on the
Whilst waiting for a weather outward journey, Bullimore need
window, he plans to take Doha not drop down into the Roaring
2006 out for a series of sail tri- Forties on the return leg, but
als with Simon Redding, Team if he doesn’t the distance to
Bullimore’s shore manager, and home will be increased and the
a group of enthusiastic mem- chance of a record decreased.
bers of the Bellerive Sailing
Club who have been helping Does it matter? Whether Tony
to prepare the big catamaran. breaks the record, or not;
whether he even sets out, his
The release went on to say that sponsors have had a lot of print
several sponsor decals that did media, TV and internet covernot stand up to the wear and age already. Is that how they
tear, between Qatar and Ho- see it though, or could the fact
bart, would be replaced and that Doha 2006 did not depart,
that the satellite communication before the Games it was named
and camera set up on the boat to promote, be an issue?
needed attention. Tony said
‘“This equipment should have Qatari sponsorship of ocean
been commissioned, before sailing events did not get off to
Doha 2006 left Qatar for it’s de- the greatest of starts, with the
livery sail to the start line in Ho- much publicised saga of Tracy
bart, but it was not and this has Edwards and the Oryx Quest,
caused delays. It is imperative which ended up with the finishthat I can transmit pictures and ers, of which Bullimore was one,
video to the media as I go round receiving empty envelopes, inthe world so that everyone can stead of the expected cheque.
see the action as it happens.’” It was a factor in Edward’s subsequent bankruptcy, from which
Some think it’s too late for ac- she has now been discharged.
tion, because setting off in
mid to late February will mean Marian Martin
returning through the SouthPage 62
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One man, two oars, one ocean

In 1987, Andreu Mateu from Tarragona, in Spain, went to work
in the Commercial Office of the
Spanish Embassy, in New York,
armed with a law degree in Enterprise Sciences, a Masters in
Company Administration and,
as he puts it, “a full knapsack
of dreams”. Five years later,
Andreu decided to change his
entire life and focus on those
dreams, so he gave up his job
and set off on a journey that was
to take him to 120 countries.
He took with him a camcorder, two cameras and a laptop.

challenge was very good for
my confidence and it was a
great experience. It took me 34
days, from Las Palmas, Grand
Canaria, to Miama, Florida”.
In October 1995, Andreu Mateu returned to Spain, with
more than 12,000 photographs, and 170 hours of video
and a realisation of the benefits of fulfilling his dreams.
Andreu became impassioned by
the idea of being able to share

and transmit his experiences in
the business world and, whilst
he was organising his material
for motivational conferences, articles and radio programs, prestigious international consultant
Coopers & Lybrand entrusted
him with the organisation of a
program of Outdoor Motivation.
From then on, Andreu decided
to dedicate himself to advocating the benefits that a determined mentality, coupled
with some outdoor challenges,

His modes of travel were many;
Europe on a bike, Africa on a
motor bike, the passage of the
Straits of Gibraltar by swimming and then he decided to
cross the Atlantic, solo sailing and bought a 30 foot boat.
The only problem was that
he didn’t know how to sail!
“It was a big challenge.” says
Andreu “I never sailed, but I
decided to do it and I learned
in one month and did it. The
satisfaction of conquering that
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can have for both individuals and organisations and he
became a pioneer in the organisation of outdoor events
and activities for companies.
After 10 years of hard work in
that field, Andreu decided that
the time had come, once again,
to fulfill a dream of his own,
one that had haunted him from
the day he arrived in Miami,
after sailing solo across the
Atlantic; to row alone and unsupported, across the Atlantic.

boat and has heard
stories of vessels being hit by a
whale’s tail, which
he fears would
break his boat.
In case of emergency
disabling
his boat, Andreu
has an inflatable

Andreu Mateu began his solo
Atlantic row last December, in a
boat that had been intended for
the Woodvale Event 2005 crossing, but became an abandoned
project and was rebuilt for him.
Andreu’s biggest worry about
being alone and without support is his health. He’s a very
fit man, but is, nevertheless,
concerned about staying fit
and not getting sick or injured,
maybe breaking an arm, or leg.
Storms worry him too, because
he can’t control the weather. He
is hoping to have good weather
for 80% of the time, but is just

a little bit concerned that in 60 liferaft and carries three ways
to 90 days at sea, he might of communicating that he’s an
encounter a very big storm. trouble; an EPIRB an ARGOS
beacon and a satellite phone.
Another worry is collision. He
thinks that commercial traf- Not so much a worry, but still a
fic may not see such a small concern, is pain and suffering.
He says “I know I am going to
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in parallel. The
batteries
are
charged by six
solar
panels.

have it, especially in my arms
and my hands. Rowing for so
long is going to ruin my hands
and also my arse. This is probably where I am going to suffer
most; the two parts of my body
that it’s going to be hard on.”
Competitors in the last Atlantic
Rowing Race constantly reported problems with very painful sores on their bottoms and
Andreu was resigned to suffering in the same way, though he
has done what he can to minimise the problem. His precautions include several different
kinds of foam, to put on his seat
and a variety of creams that
will help to reconstruct his skin,
when he starts getting sores.

As a back up, Andreu has a hand
operated water
maker and carries about 100
litres of fresh
water,
which
also acts as the
ballast of the
boat and makes
it self right in
case of capsize.
On the last Atlantic Row
there was considerable trouble with loss and breakage of
oars and this is another concern for Andre because, as

he says, “There is not much
I could do for the oars to prevent losing them, and I might,
so I have three pairs with me.”

Cathy McLean

Andreu Matteu started his Atlantic crossing at La Gomera, in the Canary Islands, on
December 2, 2006 at 11.40 am (GMT). After
50 days of rowing, he had not quite reached
the half way point, having followed a somewhat zigzag path, since suffering rudder
failure, which he has been unable to repair.
You can follow his progress on BYM Sports
News, which has regular updates from him.
If Andreu succeeds he will become the
first Spaniard to row across the Atlantic.

Andreu has taken fishing gear
and hopes to supplement a high
carbohydrate diet, of mainly dehydrated food, with lots of fresh
fish. The dehydrated food is the
sort used by astronauts. “Chicken with rice, chicken with noodles, chicken with ...” he laughs,
but he does have icecream too!
Drinking water will be mainly
produced daily, by a watermaker that makes about 6 litres an
hour and is powered by two 80
amp hour batteries, connected
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BOATING IN CATALONIA

Aldous Grenville-Crowther talks
to Miquel Alabore, General Secretary of the Catalonia Boating Industry Association, ADIN.
president. I understand that ADIN
will come under the
umbrella of ANEN?

Aldous Grenville-Crowther.
When I spoke with ADIN’s last
president, the late Senor Miguel
Company Martorell, he told me
that the Spanish boating industry was essentially an industry
of importers and that there was
little government assistance
to help actual constructors.
He said it was very difficult for
small constructors to finance
going to overseas shows. Has
this changed and are you in
a position to bring influence?
Miquel Alabore. Not much,
but I think that we are ready, in
a positive way, to try to make
some improvement in our administration and give more
support to our marine industry. For instance, we attended
the METS show with a group
of Spanish companies, producers of accessories and so
on and we have support from
the Spanish Institute for Export, which covered part of
the expenses of our members.
AG-C. Francisco Rivas told me,
at the Barcelona Boat Show,
that ADIN is beng replaced,
as the Spanish boating industry association, by the newly
formed ANEN (see BYM Jan
magazine) and that he will be

sive responsibility. In particular,
the Catalonian government has
exclusive authority for driving licences, for the coast and boats
in marinas and, of course, for
MA. It is not good leisure fishing. Many, many
for the industry in things are now under the control
Spain to have two of the government of Catalonia.
associations
doing the same job. AG-C. With this autonomy
On the other, we have a very what initiatives will you be
interesting job to expand now taking to help the growth
in Catalonia, given that 61% of boating in this region?
of ADIN members are Catalan.
So, it was decided to integrate MA. Always Catalonia has been
into the new main Spanish As- the big motivator of the Spanish
sociation ANEN. The terms economy, always we are close
have not yet been finalised as to 20% of the GDP, in Spain.
ADIN requires approximately Also, Catalonia has always
30% of the decision making been historically closer to the
power within this new society. rest of Europe than to the rest
This would be appropri- of Spain. For this reason and
ate as 32% of the Spanish because of the strong English
boating industry earning is community in Catalonia, we
concentrated in Catalonia. have always been more open
minded and innovative. BasiAG-C. I believe that the Cata- cally always things that have
lonian government has had been developed and created in
more autonomy, since last Catalonia, after some time have
June, and this will affect the been copied in the rest of Spain.
regional boating situation. Can So, as the actual model in Spain
you enlarge on that please? concerning marinas is largely
old fashioned, we would like to
MA. Last June the Spanish modify and promote dry marinas.
courts approved a new statute
of autonomy for Catalonia. On it The problem of building dry
the Spanish and Catalonian gov- marinas, close to the shore, is
ernment discussed a lot about that it is unacceptable for lomany laws. Many have been cal governments. Our plan is to
approved, but not all. Some of build small channels and make
the bigger issues have not been dry marinas, up to a kilomeaccepted by the Spanish gov- tre inland. This is the project
ernment, but for relatively minor we must develop to create a
things, like leisure marine, basi- strong industry and commerce.
cally, from now on in Catalonia In particular, quality tourism
we have almost 100% exclu- for Catalonia, which has one
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third of Spain’s foreign visitors.
AG-C. What is ADIN doing to attract large yachts?
MA. This is very important for
the industry and associated
activities. We don’t really have
Spanish builders for this type of
boat, but when these big megayachts come here they give
work and many benefits. That
is the reason we are trying to
become the big megayacht
place in the Mediterranean.
With our dry marina plans, we
want to give Catalonia two
types of boating. The big yacht
and the entry level boat. So,

what we want to promote is
the reorganisation of the boats
in the water. What we would
like is that, in the future, all the
small boats, say below 7 or 8
metres, will be taken out from
the water, in order to allow big
boats, even in less quantity, to
get enough space on the water.
By building dry marinas, with a
channel to them, we can create
a huge quantity of space, for
people who want to go boating
with the family and so on, without
spending a big amount of money. So a marina that now has
1000 moorings would become
a marina with 700 moorings for
larger boats and the smaller
boats would be in the dry stack.
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We are also trying to put pressure on the government to allow for more free launching
ramps. So, every 50 kilometres
along the Catalonian coast,
there would be more spaces
at low prices and in that way
we would develop the ports for
the medium and large yachts.
The small boats are very important and the reality is that there
is a big hole in the small category of 6 to 7 metres. Selling
larger sizes of boats is good for
the dealer, but not for the sector. What we need is to promote
boating to the Spanish people,
so we want to
launch our dry
stack plans in
Catalonia
and
then, later, expand them to
the rest of Spain,

Spain to go boating, not just the
rich people. We need more use
of boats by middle income people, so we need more low cost
berths and free ramps and moorings, such as bouys in the calas,
where people can spend time.
The Catalonian Ports have a
plan, at the moment, to increase
the number of moorings by
3000, over the next ten years,
but that is a flawed. 3000 is not
nearly enough, if we are to get
the increased use we need.

When a child is young he gets
a bicycle and when he grows
he gets a car and he will always
have a car. He may never have a
Lamborghini or a Ferrari but he
will always have a car and aim
to have a better car. The same
needs to be applied to boats.
When he is young he will have a
canoe and when he is older he
will have a small boat. He is unAG-C. Are many likely to ever have a megayacht,
large boats reg- but he will always have a boat
istered in Catalo- and aim to have a better boat.
nia?
AG-C. Thank you Miquel
MA. The Catalonia economy is Alabore.
about 20% of the Spanish total, but much more concerning
leisure marine. The Catalonia
area has 25% of Spanish boat
registrations, but even more in The ANEN/ADIN situation
the larger boats. 33% of boats has been complicated by
registered, in Spain, of more Francisco Rivas’ departhan 12 metres are registered in ture from Rodman, earCatalonia. Our estimation is that lier this month.
Catalonia has around 32% of the
total turnover of marine indus- Later, he resigned his potries, in Spain, so that means in sition in ANEN, leaving it
terms of import and export busi- with no-one at the helm.
ness that is around €600 million.
Narcis Cadavid, General
AG-C. Could you summarise Manager of one of the
ADIN’s aims and priorites? country’s most powerful
boating companies, ZodiMA. I want to make sure there is ac Spain, has been electthe opportunity for everybody in ed President of ANEN.
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THE 2007 AMERICA’S CUP
Coming soon to a website near you!

